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Local diving company helping
repair Ivan-damaged bridge
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
Craig Fortenbery and his
team of commercial divers work
in about 30 different states each
year, completing underwater
projects. But
construction
Hurricane Ivan crumbled the
Interstate 10 bridge over
Escambia Bay in Pensacola,
Fla., creating one of the most
massive destructions Fortenbery
has seen in his almost 20 years
in the business.
Fortenbery owns Murraybased Mainstream Commercial
Divers Inc., a company that has
sent a four-man crew from about
25 divers to work with the general contractors rushing to repair
the bridge in record time. The
men will likely rotate throughout the project.
"It's certainly a big project.
We do a lot of bridge construction, but the forces that were
necessary to tear down 200-ton
sections must have been incredible. They are amazed by that,
and just the destruction in general," Fortenbery said of his team.
which has been in Pensacola for
almost a week. "There's no
infrastructure, but it's getting
better."
AP Photo
Interstate 10 is a main thorAn unidentified technician checks one of the podiums oughfare for commercial transWednesday at the site of the first presidential debate that portation, and without the
will be held today at the University of Miami in Coral Escambia Bay Bridge, truckers
are finding it more difficult to
Gables, Fla.
get across Florida's Panhandle
with detours.
Trucks traveling east are
being routed off Interstate 10 in
Mobile, Ala., to Conecuh, Ala.,
through the Conecuh National
Forest to Lockhard at the
Alabama-Florida line and then

Registration
deadline to
vote is Monday
Turnout
predicted to
be around
70 percent
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
Residents can still register to
vote in time to cast ballots in an
election that's expected to have
an unusually high voter turnout.
The registration deadline is
4:30 p.m. Monday. Calloway
County Clerk Ray Coursey Jr.
said as long as registration cards
were postmarked by Monday,
they would be accepted.
Calloway County residents
can pick up voter registration
cards at the clerk's office in the
courthouse or download them
from the Kentucky secretary of
state Web site. They can be
mailed to or dropped off at the
clerk's office.
More than 22,000 people are
registered to vote in Calloway
County.
The Calloway County Fiscal
Court recently approved buying
two additional voting machines
to accommodate local residents.
Coursey also said he would have
a voting machine set up in the
cpurthouse starting Oct. 15 for
mople to cast early votes.
"The state told us to be ready
for 70 percent voter turnout,
Qoursey said. "We are trying to
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anticipate anything that could
happen in this election."
Local voters can choose from
the presidential candidates, as
well as other races. Republican
Ken Winters and Democrat
Dennis Null are running for an
open 1st District state Senate
seat that represents seven counCalloway.
including
ties,
Incumbent state Rep. Buddy
Buckingham, D-Murray, faces
competition from Republican
Melvin Henley for the 5th
District seat, which includes
Calloway County and part of
Trigg County. State Sen. Dr.
Daniel Mongiardo from eastern
Kentucky is running against
incumbent Republican U.S. Sen.
Jim Bunning.
The ballot will also include a .
constitutional amendment that
proposes banning same-sex
marriage in the state. Also, city
residents will choose from 19
candidates for the 12-member
Murray City Council. The county races and school board elections are filled with unopposed
clndidates.
Only 14 percent of the state's
more than 2.7 million registered
voters participated in May's primary. according to election statistics from the secretary of state
office. In the last presidential
election, 61.3 percent of
Kentucky's almost 2.6 million
voters participated. In 2000,
Calloway County had 63.2 percent of its 21,829 voters turn

south to hook up with 1-10 again
in DeFuniak Springs. That's a
195-mile detour for what would
usually be a 160-mile trip. Other
traffic is trying to use U.S. 90,
which somewhat parallels 1-10,
but it is narrow and travels
through several towns with stop
lights.
Some of the repairs involve
removing pieces from the eastbound span and placing them
into the missing sections of the
westbound part. It will be a slow
process because the roadways
came off the support structures,
Fortenbery said. The crews are
working 24-7 in what is already
diving contractors' busy season.
The Mainstream diving team,
which is manning a 12-hour
night shift, is cleaning out debris
and assisting with construction
as it supports the general contractor, which,has an emergency
contract to get the bridge reconstructed as soon as possible.
When the team arrived in
Pensacola, Fla., Friday, the men
didn't have anywhere to stay
until the general contractor used
a generator to power up a Red
Roof Inn. At first there was no
phone service, but that has since
been restored.
-It was making little things
we're used to more difficult, like
faxing time sheets back and
forth," Fortenbery said."We had
cell service the whole time,
though."
Mainstream Divers, which
Fortenbery started in 1988, is a
group experienced in inland
commertial diving, including
lock, dam and power plant
inspection and repair; marine
construction, inspection and sal-

JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times photo
Craig Fortenbery shows headgear used by Mainstream
Commercial Divers, Inc.
vage; confined space entry; "U.S. Marshals," the Tommy
hydrographic surveys. contami- Lee Jones movie filmed partly in
nated water diving; and under- western Kentucky, southern.
water grouting, cutting and Illinois and west Tennessee.
Work is work for these
welding. The company also
responded two years ago to help divers, but they also like to
repair the Interstate 40 bridge know they are helping commuafter it collapsed near Webber nities recover in emergency situations like Hurricane Ivan.
_Falls, Okla. "That's basically the business
Other work hasn't been an
emergency response, such as we're in, but also it's good if we
renovations for Murray's hydroelectric dam and diving for II See Page 2

Cole father
worried that
convictions
won't stick
NORFOLK, Va. (AP) —
John Clodfelter fears justice
may never come for his son.
Clodfelter was glad to hear
six people were sentenced
Wednesday
in the bombing of the
USS Cole
that took the
lives of 21year -old
Kenneth
Clodfelter
and 16 other
sailors nearClodfelter
ly four years
ago. Yet he
worries those sentences will
never be served.
"They can appeal — and they
could get away with it,"
Clodfelter, of Mechanicsville,
said in a telephone interview.
A judge in Yemen sentenced
two men to death and four others
to prison terms ranging from
five to 10 years for playing various roles in the Oct. 12. 2000,
attack blamed on Osama bin
Laden's terror network.
An explosives-laden boat
rammed into the destroyer as it
refueled in the Yemen port of
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ERIC WALKER/Ledger & Times photo
Jason Murphy of Versailles, Ky., enjoys(?) some lemon Jell-0 and advances his Phi
Kappa Tau team during last night's Alpha Delta PI Jell-O Slurp-Off in Lovett
Auditorium. Cheering his brother on is Jeremy Haysley of Louisville, Ky. The event,
which featured fraternities, sororities, residential colleges and independent organizations, raised money for Ronald McDonald Houses.
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New document produced on Bush's service
WASHINGTON (AP)— The
White House said seven months
ago that it had released all the
records on President Bush's
stateside military service during
the Vietnam War, yet new
records are still dribbling out as
Election Day approaches.
The White House on
Wednesday night produced a
November 1974 document bearing Bush's signature from
Cambridge. Mass., where he
was attending Harvard Business
School, saying he had decided
not to continue as a member of
the military reserve.
The document, signed a year

after Bush left the Texas Air
National Guard, said he was
leaving the military because of
"inadequate time to fulfill possible future commitments."
White House spokesman
Scott McClellan said the resignation was found in connection
with a lawsuit brought by The
Associated Press. The White
House said the document had
been in Bush's personnel file
and that it had been found by the
Pentagon.
Earlier Wednesday, the White
House said tush never was disciplined while serving in the
Texas Air National Guard, never

Stewart assigned to West Va. prison
ALDERSON, W.Va.(AP) — who tried to
Martha Stewart announced that kill
the Federal Corrections Institute President
here is where she will serve her Ford
time for lying to federal investi- Lynette
gators. Now, a corrections offi- "Squeaky"
cer is stationed at the entrance to Fronune and
Jane
turn back reporters and the just Sara
Moore —
plain curious.
jazz
The famous and the felonious and
Stewart
are nothing new to the town of singer Billie
Alderson. The prison's past Holiday,
inhabitants include two women sentenced on a drug charge.

Voters ...
From Front

•Voter registration cards can
be picked up and dropped off
out.
at the Calloway County
Last year, 40.2 percent of.. clerk's office in the courtmore than 2.7 million statewide
house through Monday. For
voters came to the polls, accordmore information or to find
out where to vote on Nov. 2,
ing to the election statistics. In
Calloway it was much the same, call the clerk's office at 7533923. More information,
with 9.007 — or 39.3 percent —
including a downloadable
of 22,864 voters participating.
registration card, also is
At least 45 absentee ballots
available
at
including
have been mailed out,
http://www.kysos.com/.
some to overseas locations such
presidential
• Tonight's
as Afghanistan and Iraq.
debate is scheduled for
Absentee ballots must be turned . tonight at 8 p.m. CST on the
in by Oct. 26. Coursey said milmajor television networks.
itary personnel are interested • Saturday's
Murray
because the presidential election
Woman's - Club Political
is among the items on the ballot.
Forum will begin at 7,p.m. at
the clubhouse on Vine
"We've had'a lot of interest
Street. Scheduled are state
particularly from the military
Representative 'candidates
and people temporarily living
Buddy Buckingham and
overseas," Coursey said.
Melvin Henley, state Senate
But the interest' isn't only
candidates
Ken Winters and
from those farther away.
Dennis Null, and U.S. Senate
Residents who are new to the
Dr.
Daniel
candidate
area or have moved back after
Mongianio.
living elsewhere have also regisThe forum will be carried live
tered to vote.
and will
on 91.3
Said Coursey: "Every day
be shown on Murray Elelctic
somebody is coming in; every
System cable channel 15 on
Oct. 8 at 7 p.m.
hour it seems like someone is
coming in to fill out a card."

wo44-Ftvi

failed a physical and never
asked his father or family
friends for help to get him into
the Guard.
The White House assertions
came in response to a dozen
questions submitted by AP in
light of new records detailing
Bush's Guard service and allegations that have surfaced.
The president's critics say he
got help getting into the Guard
and was treated with kid gloves
once he became a guardsman.
Democrats question why Bush
was never punished for skipping
a required medical examination
or missing drills.

II Divers ...
AP Photo

From Front
can help them out to get this
bridge going again," Fortenbery
said. "It's a little fly by the seat
of your pants. You get in there
and do what you have to do."
In the past six weeks, four
hurricanes have damaged at
least one of every five Florida
homes. The insurance industry
expects claims this season to
exceed 2 million, easily surpassing the 700,000 claims filed 12
years ago after Hurricane
Andrew, the nation's most
destructive hurricane.
The Associated Press contributed to this story.

Cracker Barrel
lends hand f
Florida victims
Last
month, Cracker
Barrel employees across the
nation collaborated for a hurricane relief effort, sending
supplies and aid to Florida
residents. Now, the restaurant is opening its effort up to
customers.
Murray's Cracker Barrel is
collecting personal items for
hurricane victims. General
,Manager Gene Rogers is
.leaving Friday to travel to
Florida with Cracker Barrel
representatives from other
locations. Toiletries and
hygiene supplies, as well as
flashlights and batteries, are
among the suggested donations. Food and clothing
not be accepted.
Community members can
bring their contributions to the
cashiers at Cracker Barrel
through Friday morning.
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U.S. soldiers block off the area after two car bombs and a roadside bomb went off in
succession at al-Amel neighborhood of Baghdad, Iraq today.

Multiple bombing kill 37 today
By The Associated Press
BAGHDAD,Iraq (AP) — At
least three bombs exploded near
a U.S. convoy in western
Baghdad today, killing at least
37 people and wounding more
than 50, officials said. Hours
earlier, a suicide car bombing
killed a U.S. soldier and two
Iraqis on the capital's outskirts.
It was not known how many
of the dead in the Baghdad
attack were soldiers and .how
many were civilians. A U.S. helicopter evacuated some of the
wounded while ,other aircraft
circled overhead, an Associated
Press photographer reported
from the scene. U.S. forces
sealed off the area.
Interior Ministry spokesman
Col. Adnan Abdul-Rahman said

two car bombs and a roadside
bomb exploded in swift succession as the convoy was passing.
The attack happened around I
p.m. in the al-Amel neighborhood, said Lt. Col. Jim Hutton,
spokesman for the U.S. 1st
Cavalry Division.
Yarmouk Hospital received
37 bodies and more than 50
wounded in the attack, said Dr.
Nibras Hamdan.
Resident Samir Abul-Karim
said the attack happened during
a ceremony marking the opening of a new sewage system in
the neighborhood.
The attack occurred hours
after a suicide car bomber struck
in the Abu Gluaib area outside
of Baghdad. At least two Iraqis
were killed and 60 wounded,

said Dr. Abbas al-Timimi of Abu
Ghraib hospital. Along with the
killed soldier, three American
military were wounded and
were evacuated, said Maj. Philip
Smith, spokesman for the U.S.
1st Cavalry Division.
That bomb targeted a compound that houses the mayor's
office, a police station and other
buildings, police 1st Lt. Ahmed
Jawad said. A U.S. Bradley
fighting vehicle parked in front
of the compound was hit, he
said.
Smoke and fire could be seen
rising from the scene as U.S.
forces sealed off the area. The
wounded Americans were evacuated, said Maj. Philip Smith,
spokesman for the U.S. 1st
Cavalry Division.

II Cole...
From Front
Aden. The Norfolk-based ship,
which had a huge hole blown
into its side, was repaired and
returned to service.
"With Yemen being the kind
of country it is, I'm apprehensive as far as what's going to
happen with the appeal,"
Clodfelter said. "I'm just waiting to'see what's going on." .
Yemen long was known for
tolerating Islamic extremists,
but it has cracked down on militant groups and aligned itself
with the U.S.-led war on international terrorist groups after the
Sept. 11, 2001, attacks in the
AP File Photo
.United States.
A Yemeni police boat passesby the USS Cole as it is
"I just don't trust them. I
pulled out of Aden port by Yemeni tugboats to deep water
don't trust Yemen's, motives,"
in
this Oct. 29, 2000,file photo. A Yemeni judge sentenced
Clodfelter said. "Yemen didn't
two
men to death and four others to prison terms ranging
start doing anything (about terrorists) until President Bush said from five to 10 years Wednesday, Sept. 29, 2004, for
we're going to come after those orchestrating the Oct. 12, 2000, suicide bombing of the
countries if you help them out in Cole, which killed 17 American sailors as their destroyer
any way, shape or form."'
refueled in southern Yemeni port of Aden.
The families were not at the
heavily guarded courtroom for messages to the White House sued Sudan in federal court in
have gone unanswered, he said, July, contending the country
the sentencing.
Clodfelter, who has often leaving family members feeling financed, trained and harbored
the terrorists blamed for the
served as a spokesman for the forgotten.
Sharon Priepke of Eldorado, attack. The lawsuit, filed in
families of the Cole sailors, said
they hope to have someone rep- Wis., whose 24-year-old son Norfolk, seeks a total of $105
resent them at the executions, if Marc Nieto died in the attack, million in damages for the plainsaid any satisfaction derived tiffs, including Clodfelter's
they happen.
"One of us should be able to from the sentencings is tem- daughter-in-law and grandson.
The Clodfelter family is still
be there and face these people pered by the continuing threat of
terrorism.
wounded
by
Kenneth
and let them know these are the
"It feels good that we had Clodfelter's death.
families you affected," he said.
His son, now 6, has suffered
Clodfelter, who led an effort some justice on the case, but as
to get Virginia to issue USS long as we have all the terrorists some emotional stress, and his
Cole specialty license plates, we do out there planning attacks widow "has her moments, like
now is busy working on getting on the U.S., I don't see how any- we all do," John Clodfelter said.
"It's something that is never
one can feel closure." Priepke
a Cole postage stamp.
going to be over for us," he said.
He's also been trying to said.
Families of seven of the "It will always be there."
arrange for the Cole families to
sailors
killed in the Cole attack
E-mail
meet President Bush.
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Hispanic populations continue to grow in Kentucky
Kentucky have had significant
growth among Hispanic populations over the past three years.
according to the latest population estimates from the U.S.
Census Bureau, which were
released Thursday. The estimates also seem to suggest that
the Hispanic population is
beginning to spread eastward
into the mountains, said Ron
Crouch, head of the Kentucky
State Data Center at the
University of Louisville.
The population • estimates
showed Webster County in
western Kentucky had the
largest percentage increase
among Hispanics — 80 percent
or 237 people. Wayne County
had the second largest percentage increase — 64 percent or
190 people.
Fayette County's Hispanic
population grew by 30 percent
from 8,656 to 11,253 over the
period, the Census Bureau

By ROGER ALFORD
Associated Press Writer
Like many other small
Appalachian communities in
Kentucky, Wayne County has
traditionally been predominantly white but it is quickly adjusting to a Hispanic population that
has grown by 64 percent in the
past three years.
First Baptist Church in
Monticello now offers Spanish
worship services for Hispanics.
Schools have employed translators for children who haven't yet
become fluent in English.
"Local banks, hospitals, utility companies, everybody has
had to accommodate this
Spanish speaking population,"
said John Dalton, superintendent
of the Wayne County schools.
"We've seen substantial growth
in a short amount of time, but
overall our people have accepted them graciously."
Agricultural areas across

JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times Photo

Mark Lovell, a Murray Fire Department trainee, cuts
into the windshield frame of a car with the Jaws of Life
during a training session Wednesday morning at Key
Auto Parts. All department trainees engage in such
training on discarded vehicles as a means of preparing for accident calls where the Jaws may be required
to safely remove victims from their vehicles. Lovell
was cutting the frame in order to remove the entire top
half of the car during the exercise.

Mongiardo campaign
responds to Bunning ad
said that Mongiardo billed
Medicaid more than $440,000 in
1992, more than $665,000 in
1993 and nearly $320,000 in
1994.
Bunning's campaign claimed
a former state human resources
secretary during that period said
any billings more than $300,000
"deserve scrutiny."
Mongiardo campaign manager Kim Geveden said he didn't
dispute that Mongiardo has
received $3 million in Medicaid
payments during his career.
-The issue is the implication
Mongiardo's counter ad says that he did something wrong in
he helped open a free health providing health care to people
clinic in his native Hazard. who couldn't afford it,"
Mongiardo, a surgeon, volun- Geveden said. "It's just the
teers at the clinic, which treats audacity and the arrogance of a
people unable to afford private career politician like Jim
Bunning to attack a doctor for
health insurance.
Mongiardo, a state senator, is providing care to poor people."
challenging Republican U.S.
Sen. Jim Bunning, who is seeking a second term.
"Jim Bunning wants to attack
Tonight will be
me. 1 want to attack the problem
mostly clear.
of health care," Mongiardo,
Friday will be
dressed in surgical scrubs, says
partly cloudy
in the ad.
with highs
manager
Bunning campaign
80.
around
David Young said Mongiardo
Friday night
was overreacting.
will have a 40Qc
"Daniel has been attacking
chance of rain.
Senator Bunning incessantly for
nine months nonstop, and if he
can't handle the facts just once
in a lighthearted contrast ad,
then he needs to think about taking a Vacation in his private
plane," Young said.
Whitnell Ave.
Mongiardo's new commerMurray, KY 42071-1040
cial is meant to counter a
DEPARTMENT HEADS
Bunning ad that says Mongiardo
reaped millions from treating' Publisher
Alice Rouse
Medicaid patients and implies
Eric Walker
Editor
Managing
he used the money to afford a
Slone Cansler
Advertising Mgr.
luxurious home and his own airplane. •
Jill Stephens
Classifieds Mgr
that
claims
ad
The
Tammy
Thompson
Mgr.
Office
Mongiardo billed the Medicaid
system for more than $3 million
Rita
Boggess
Business Mgr
for treating patients. Medicaid is
1
INFORMATION
READER
the government health care proJiours
Business
disabled.
and
poor
gram for the
Mon.-Fri. 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
It is run by the states, and its
Sat. Closed
costs are shared by the federal
Phone (270) 753-1916
and state governments.
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Citing
Fax (270) 753-1927
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Subscription Rates
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
U.S. Senate candidate Daniel
Mongiardo unveiled a new telead
vision
Wednesday
to fend off
attack
an
his
over
Appalachian
medical
practice and
the lifestyle
it purportedly afforded
Mongiardo him.
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LOOKING FOR A REAL TREASURE? Look over this immaculate 3 BR, 2 BA ranch with an air of class. Big bountiful yard.
Custom blinds. Lovely fireplace with gas logs in the family room.
This one wins hands down for true livability and priced at only
$139,900. Don't miss out. Take a look today. MLS #22621
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Great room with vaulted ceiling and fireplace, formal dining
room and spacious kitchen highlight the activity and entertainment areas. Added to the mix is a large covered back patio, per-'
fed for relaxing. 3 Bedrooms in a split design for privacy and 2
baths. MLS #22609 $138,500
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BRING YOUR DREAMS TO THIS TWO-STORY - Treat yourself
to this almost-new, sprucely-kept 4 BR, 3.5 BA with easy-care
landscape. Light and airy styling with a 2 story center entry.
Main-level master suite, beautiful kitchen with pantry.
Unfinished room upstairs could be 5th bedroom, bonus room or
playroom. This spacious home puts the family first. Take a look.
You won't be sorry you did! $205,500. MLS #22714
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BRIGHT AND CHEERY IN SOUTHWEST VILLA — Life is
enhanced in this 3 BR, 2.5 BA on a tranquil street. Underground
utilities. Light and airy (eel, large rooms, some hardwood flooring. Main-level master suite, handy eat-in kitchen with bay window and nice pantry. Expert landscaping. Generous layout.
Priced to sell at only $189,900. MLS #22708
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grew by 34 to 179, a 23 percent
increase; Laurel County by 60 to
355, a 20 percent increase; and
Pulaski County increased by 62
to 516. a 14 percent jump.
The movement into eastern
Kentucky may be a result of
small businesses that have
moved in to take advantage of
federal and state incentives
made available to companies
that bring jobs to the economically depressed area.

reported. Jefferson County,
home to Kentucky's largest city,
had the largest Hispanic population, 14,985, up from 12,552 in
2000, a 19 percent increase.
Many eastern Kentucky
counties saw growth in Hispanic
populations over the three-year
period, according the census
estimates.
In Wayne County, the
Hispanic population grew by
190 to 488. Johnson County
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Fhis spacious four bedroom home offers many amenities including a sunroom, vaulted ceiling, wood floors, and fireplace. Large
master bath with jacuzzi tub. All this priced in the low $120.
MLS 022921
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GREAT LOCATION ON MURRAYS COURT SQUAR1
Reception area, ideal for professional or private offices, kitchul,
bath & storage. $75,000 MIS #21778
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Oil Prices
& Politics
WASHINGTON (AP)— If
fuel prices keep rising or even
stay at their present high levels
through Election Day. they
could serve as a potent
reminder to voters that the U.S.
economy is not in such great
shape.
And that
could pose
problems for
President
Bush just as
polls show
him narrowing the gap
with rival
John Kerry
on his weakWashington est issue,
handling the
Today
economy.
By Tom Raum
Political
Associated
analysts
Press Wnter
suggest any
sustained oil
price shock
could undercut those gains and
work against Bush's fragile
lead in polls over the
Massachusetts senator. In the
extreme, it could trigger a
recession.
Crude oil topped the psychological milestone of $50 per
barrel on Tuesday. Instability in
Iraq, political unrest in Nigeria
and damage to U.S. Production
from hurricanes were all
blamed.
And while some analysts
said the price was not sustainable and should soon fall, others suggested the opposite.
-There have been an awful
lot of such events," said David
Wyss, chief economist at
'Standard and Poor's in New
York. "And when you have a
new special factor every week,
' you have to wonder how spe•
cial the factors are.
"The basic fact is that oil
supplies are getting tight and
there's not room for things to
go wrong," Wyss said. "And
the higher prices are becoming
a significant drag on the economy."
Bush and Kerry remained
'out of sight as they rehearsed
for Thursday's first presidential
debate. But their surrogates
were busy spinning the oil
price surge.
Treasury Secretary John
Snow called it a "short-term
phenomenon: This- $50 price
is the result of an anomalous
set of circumstances.
-"The uncertainties are feeding speculation and that speculation is driving prices higher
than something that is supportable," Snow Said, telling an
audience rof business leaders in
Reno, Nev., that oil prices will.
recede.
The administration last week
agreed to lend 1.7 million barrels of oil from the government's Strategic Petroleum
Reserve to two refiners running
short because of Hurricane
Ivan, and broadly hinted it
might be willing to make more
crude available from the stockpile.
Such an announcement —
with its political overtones less
than six weeks before a presidential election — normally
could be expected to help ease
oil prices. But they rose
instead.
While the hurricane season
should he over by Election
Day, production in the Gulf of
Mexico restored and tankers
able to deliver their cargo,
"That's not going to have any
immediate positive impact on
prices," said Robert Ebel, an
energy expert at the Center for
Strategic and International
Studies in Washington.
Ebel said foreign oil will
have to be used to replace

caglecartoons.com

Preparing for tonight
AP File Photo
drawn-down inventories at U.S.
oil companies "for some time."
He also said "continued sabotage and looting in Iraq is
going to keep oil production
and,exports down."
The real crunch is likely to
come at the beginning of the
winter heating season, he
noted.
But that's after Election
Day.
Bush's approval rating on
handling the economy had
gone as low as 43 percent in
May in an Associated PressIpsos poll. It's now at 53 percent.
The Bush and Kerry camps
are blaming each other for the
high prices.
"You know they said that
the price of a barrel of oil
would be about $27. It's now
over $50," Democratic vice
presidential nominee John
Edwards told a town hall meet•
ing in Pittsburgh.
"This is not'a complicated
thing," Edwards said, rioting
"long, deep ties" of Bush and
Vice President Dick Cheney
"with big oil companies and •
the Saudi royal family."
-What are the odds that
George Bush and Dick Cheney
are ever going to move
America toward energy independence? It will never happen.
It will not happen while they
are in office," Edwards said.
White House spokesmanScott McClellan, briefing t
reporters in Crawford, Texas,
*f
mostly blamed "Senate
Democrats, including Senatbrs
Kerry and.Edwards."
They "have continued to
block efforts to pass a comprehensive energy plan ... so that
we can reduce our dependence
on foreign sources of energy,"
McClellan said.
The energy legislation
McClellan referred to was
opposed not just by Democrats
but by some leading
Republicans as well, including
Sens. John McCain of Arizona,
Trent Lott of Mississippi and
Judd Gregg of New Hampshire,
who is helping Bush prep for
his debate with Kerry.
"Every time gas prices or oil
prices hit new highs. they pull
out this energy bill," said Kerry
campaign spokesman Phil
Singer. "It's bad legislation that
provides huge giveaways to oil
companies and special interests."
Meanwhile. McClellan said
the administration is keeping "a
close eye" on rising oil prices
. "that could create more of a
headwind as the economy
moves forward." And it's certain they're keeping close track
over at the Bush-Cheney campaign headquarters as well.
Tom Raum has covered
national and international
affairsfor The Associated
Press since 1973.

After the seemingly endless
preliminaries, now comes the
main event tonight.
Will many people watch the
"debates," which resemble joint
news conferences? The
rules are so
strict that the
candidates
don't engage
'each other.
One-third of
homes with
television
sets watched
the first 2000
Cal's
presidential
Thoughts
debate
By Cal Thomas
between Gov. Syndicated
George W.
Columnist
Bush and
Vice
President Al
Gore. The first debate traditionally draws the most viewers,
possibly including those precious "undecideds," so here is
some unsolicited advice and
suggested questions for both
candidates.
For Sen. Kerry: You have
the most to prove. You are a
rich, elitist Massachusetts liberal. That is a difficult image to
overcome, so you've got to at
least sound as if you have convictions and make the case for
why your plans are better than
the president's policies.
In most of your pronounce-

ments, you never talk specifics
about victory in Iraq or offer a
credible plan for achieving it.
You speak of bringing the
troops home, which must
encourage America's enemies.
You recently accused the president of planning a postNovember surprise of calling
up more reservists(and your
wife predicts Osama bin Laden
will be captured before the
election). But you have repeatedly faulted the administration
for not sending enough troops.
Why would the president be
wrong in sending more troops - assuming he will — when
you have criticized him for not
doing what you now say he
plans to do? You are vulnerable
to the charge of being a flipflopper.
Your weakest link is the war.
You have repeatedly said your
plan for fighting terrorism is to
drop more U.N. resolutions on
our enemies and bring in more
"allies." The trouble is the U.N.
resolutions aren't worth the
paper they're written on unless
they are backed up with action.
No foreign leader has publicly
stated that your election would))
change his position from toncooperation to coopetation with
the United States. They have
said just the opposite.(Have
you talked to some who say
otherwise?)
Domestically, you have criti-

cized the president for his tax
cuts, the deficit and national
debt, but you propose a $653
billion government health care
plan and an additional $207 billion in education spending
when the record amounts now
being spent have not improved
education achievement. How
will you reduce the deficit and
debt with these proposals,
unless you plan to substantially
raise taxes?
Your ultimate problem, as
reflected in the polls, is that
most people don't know what
you believe, if anything. Even
;Don lmus was mystified when
you told him your "position" on
Iraq. He said he couldn't understand what you were talking
about -- and he supports your
election.
You must project credibility
and conviction and present specific ideas with workable plans.
Voters must be convinced you
will perform better than the
president.
For President Bush: Don't
appear cocky. Be serious, but
look for an opportunity to
ridicule Kerry when a statement or position invites it
("that's not what you have said
on three previous occasions,
Senator. A president must be
right the first time. He rarely
gets a second chance"). That
has the ring of authority and
experience and can cast Kerry

as indecisive and "unfit for
command."
You should outline how you
intend to win this war, in Iraq
specifically and against terrorism generally. Must we continue to see our Marines and soldiers murdered by car bombs
and snipers? What will you do
about insurgents coming from
and supported by Iran? And
please talk about our own
"insurgency" problem: the huge
number of illegal immigrants
pouring into this country. Time
magazine estimates an additional 3 million illegals will
have made it to the United
States by the end of this year,
including an unknown number
from countries that wish to
destroy us. Will you say if you
intend to stop, or substantially
reduce, the flow?
You fulfilled your promise
to cut taxes, but what about the
spending, which on your watch
has soared to record heights? Is
there to be no end to spending
increases; no end to waste,
fraud and abuse in government
programs; no end to big government? If there is to be an
end to big government, please
tell us which programs and
agencies you plan to eliminate?
Viewers (and radio listeners)
want to hear some honest
answers. For the sake of the
country, may the man who is
better for America win.

OUR READERS WRITE
To the Editor,
If you believe that everything is black
and white, that there are no gray areas, that
anyone who doesn't totally agree with you
is deluded, evil, and going to hell — then
you are likely a Republican. If you believe
that there could possibly be more than one
aspect to a problem or more than one issue
that should determine your vote, then you
are probably a Democrat.
If you believe that the ability to think,
decide, and make a choice on any issue is
not a God-given ability but something
invented by Democrats and the Supreme
Court, then you are probably a Republican.
If you believe that education about options
and responsible behavior (including abstinence), and that programs to help struggling families or individuals will reduce
the number of abortions, and that these are
the more effective course of action, then
you are probably a Democrat.
If you believe there were no abortions
before Roe v. Wade, then you are uninformed. If you believe repealing Roe v.
Wade will stop abortion, then you are
deluded. Roe v. Wade only legalized the
choice we all despise so; it didn't invent it.
Making it illegal won't stop it any more
than prohibition stopped alcohol. It will
always be a choice: a safe and secret
choice for the wealthy who can deal with it
overseas, a possibly life-threatening choice
for the deprived and desperate left in the
care of an unscrupulous practitioner.
If you believe we should have stayed
the first course and finished the job in
Afghanistan, then you are probably a
Democrat. If you believe it was right to
divert troops and funds to an ill-advised
war hunting phantom WMDs,stretching
our military resources and scattering terrorists all over the world, then you are no
doubt a Republican.
If you believe the largest national debt
in history should be dealt with now and not
mortgaged into the future, saddling your

children and grandchildren with paying for
your indiscretions, then you are a
Democrat. And did the rest of you miss
that Bible story about driving the money
changers out of the temple?
While on earth, Jesus spent more time
doing good — feeding the hungry, healing
the sick, lifting up the downtrodden —
than he did targeting any one particular
group of sinners. If those lessons of compassion are the ones you try to emulate in
your life, then you are no doubt a
Democrat.
I've read numerous references in this
column to Democrat grandfathers turning
in their graves. I'm old enough to remember an elder statesman of the GOP, a great
moderate Kentucky Republican, Senator
John Sherman Cooper. If he can see the
current direction and tactics of his party,
I'll bet he's doing a little spinning himself.
Bill Stubblefield
Murray, Ky
Dear Editor;
I applaud and wish to underscore the
points made by Outdoors columnist Kenny
Darnell in your Sept. 18th print edition.
The column directed its attention to former
presidential candidate Howard Dean and
highlighted the debate over the Second
Amendment to the U.S. Constitution.
The First Amendment, as Mr. Darnell
pointed out, is open to interpretation, as is
the Second Amendment. But the Second
Amendment is tremendously clear in its
simplicity, and seeks to authorize people a
means to protect themselves against both
thieves and the government itself.
I have tired of politicians who blame
crime on firearms,just as the news media
refer to "gun violence." Have you ever
seen a gun become violent? This would be
where a firearm gets up. loads itself, and
hops on down the street to shoot people
randomly.
As Mr. Darnell successfully points out,

the expiration of the so-called federal
"Assault Weapons Ban" means little. I
return to a singular thought: That firearms
are dangerous in the hands of oppressors
and criminals, but that firearms of many
sorts in the hands of law-abiding 6itizens
are tools for civility and righteousness.
A semiautomatic rifle with a pistol grip
is far less abominable than a government
which seeks to ban it.
John Dillon, Ph.D
Murray, Ky.
To the Editor,
John Kerry has been accused of flipflopping while George Bush takes pride in
staying the course. But in Kerry's case, it is
a matter of changing from a wrong course
to a right one, while in Bush's case, it is a
matter of staying on the wrong course
without considering the wisdom of making
a change.
Bush, who makes a big claim to being
religious, has missed the main message of
Christianity: Repent! Rethink! Reconsider!
Change course when you are dong wrong!
Old Chancellor Conrad Adenauer of
Germany was once chided for taking a
position contrary to a past position on an
issue before the nation. He replied
"Formerly, I was not as wise as I am now."
When John Kerry volunteered for Viet
Nam, he was not as wise as he was when
he came back home and said the war was
unwise and wrong. When John Kerry voted
to give George Bush the authority to go to
war in iraq, he was not as wise as he has
become by seeing the shambles Bush has
made of Iraq.
it is now a good time for America to
hear, and heed, the message Repent!
Rethink! Reconsider! For we are on a
course of self destruction. it would he wise
to change our course.
Henry Buchanan
Murray, Ky.
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Obituaries
Mrs. Etta J. Anderson
Mrs. Elia J. Anderson, 91, Hardin, died Wednesday, Sept. 29,
2004, at 4 p.m. at West View Nursing Home, Murray.
; Her husband, Ray Anderson, one grandson and two sisters all
her in death. She was the daughter of the late Pete
mmons and Leona Mathis Timmons.
, Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Sue Gardner, Hardin; two
gVanddaughters, Mrs. Deborah Myers, Hardin, and Mrs. Rae Anne
Washburn, Calvert City; one grandson. Tim Gardner, Hardin; six
great-grandchildren; five great-great-grandchildren.
; The funeral will be Friday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Filbeck-Cann
4 King Funeral Home, Benton. Burial will follow in the Pace
emetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today
rsday).

receded

H. Miller
James H. Miller, 85, Benton, died Tuesday. Sept. 28, 2004, at
116 p.m. at Marshall County Hospital, Benton.
A retired plumber at Murray State University,
V
he was a member of Post 1084 of Veterans of
Foreign Wars and of the Disabled American
Veterans. He was an Army veteran of World War
Preceding him in death were two sisters and
four brothers. He was the son of the late Robert
Alan Miller and Minnie Jane Fulton Miller.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Norma Puckett Miller; five
ughters, Mrs. Marilyn Newton, Benton, Mrs. Ramona Taylor,
Itirksey, Mrs. Wanda Ellison, North Carolina, and Mrs. Olivia
Richards and Mrs. Vanecia Moore, both of Hardin; two sons, Ray
Miller, Benton, and WayIon Miller, New Concord; two sisters, Mrs.
a Counts, Hardin, and Mrs. Mary Sue Barnhill, Buchanan, Tenn.;
grandchildren; 12 great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Friday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Filbeck.ann & King Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. Howard Conner will
ficiate. Burial will follow in the Goshen Cemetery in Calloway
ounty.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today
(thursday).
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Ms. Miranda Ann Pound
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Ms. Miranda Ann Pound, 21, Buchanan, Tenn., died Tuesday,
Sept. 28, 2004, at Henry County Medical Center, Paris, Tenn. Her
death was from injuries sustained in an automobile accident.
She was a member of Calvary Tabernacle United Pentecostal
Church, McKenzie, Tenn., where she was a Sunday school teacher
for a Spanish class and active in choir, puppets, youth group and
many other ministries.
A 2001 graduate of Henry County High School, she attended
Murray State University, where she was majoring in education and
Spanish. She was a member of Alpha Mu Gamma, national collegiate foreign language honor society, and was a volunteer Spanish
interpreter at Henry School and Calloway County Health
Department.
She was bom Jan. 3, 1983, in San Bernardino, Calif.
Survivors include her parents, Russell N. and Barbara Lynn
Douglas Pound, and one sister, Tiffany Lynn Pound, all of
Buchanan; grandparents, Orville and Peggy Douglas, Buchanan.
and Marie Pound, Rialto, Calif.; aunts and uncles, Shirley and Lloyd
Hale, Betty and Terry Hoffman, Beverly and Riley Ramsey, Becky
and Mark Bryson, Paul and Charlotte Pound, Michael and Betty
Pound, and Roger and Phylis Pound.
Also surviving are cousins, Steve and Sharon Hale, Ryan Hale,
Ron and Cindy Hale, Kenneth Hale, Tyler Hale, Gary and Kelli
Cowen, Arlen Cowen, Brenda and Jason Carr, Heather, Darian,
Jasmin and James VanDyke, Bethany and Brianna Bryson, Yvonne
and Floyd Flowers, Brent and Darla Pound, Cherilyn Pound, Shami
and Jessica Pound, Audrey and Daryl Arnett. Daralyn and Austin
Ramsey, Tracy and Travis Pound. Rachelle and Donnie Burnett,
Tanya and Devin Treasure, Greg, Alvin, and Laura Cowen, and
Timothy Allen.
The funeral will be Saturday at 1 p.m. at Calvary Tabernacle
United Pentecostal Church, 843 Stonewall St. N., McKenzie, Tenn.
The Rev. Daniel Grisham will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Ryan Hale, Brian Lopez, Eric Carson.
Michael Lowe, Kenneth Norwood and Stephen Matthews. Burial
will follow in the Pound Family Cemetery, Buchanan, Tenn.
Visitation will be at Ridgeway Funeral Home, Paris, Tenn., from
4 to 8 p.m. Friday and at the church after 10 a.m. Saturday.

one sister, Mrs. Dorothy Faye Stamps and husband, Gene. Paris; two
2004, at 6 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Itr husband, Loyd C. Jones, died in 1973. One sister, Willodean half brothers, Bobby Wynn, Riverside, Calif., and Jimmy Wynn.
Grogan, one grandson, Eric Jones, and two brothers, J.C. Goodwin Murray; six grandchildren, Rachel, Jared, Hanna Rose and Mia
and Ralph Goodwin, also preceded her in death. Born June 22, 1917, Henderson and Jonathan and Christopher Carver.
in Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late Eulis Goodwin
Paid Obituary
and Livy Miller Goodwin.
Mrs. Jones was a member of Palestine United Methodist Church
and a retired cashier at Winslow Cafeteria, Murray State University.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Martha Welling and hus- Mrs. Martha Belle Wilson Green
Mrs. Martha Belle Wilson Green, 62, State Line Road, Hazel. died
band, Jack, Leesburg, Ha.; one son, Michael Jones and wife,
Jeannie, Jasper, Mich.; two sisters-in-law, Mrs. Mary Goodwin, Tuesday, Sept. 28, 2004, at 10:45 a.m. at her home.
She was born in Caraway, Ark. She was a member of Reorganized
Dexter, and Mrs. Novice Skaggs, Michigan; one brother-in-law,
Frank Hopkins, Michigan; five grandchildren, Richard Jones, Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints and attended the Murray
LaDonna Smith, Stephen Welling, Jason Welling and Emily Jones; Restoration Branch.
Preceding her in death were her parents. Aubrey and Marie Wilson.
four great-grandchildren, Sydney Smith, Brandon Jones, Austin
and her parents-in-law. Wade and Mildred Green.
Welling and Elizabeth Welling; four stepgrandchildren.
Survivors include her husband, Joseph Green. to whom she had
been married for 44 years; three daughters. Martha JoAnne Green.
Dr. Franklin Graham Fitch
Murray, Mary Jane Green, St. Louis. Mo., and Jennifer Green. Hazel:
one granddaughter, Taylor Green; one sister, Mrs. Sandra Wallace and
The funeral for Dr. Franklin Graham Fitch will be Friday at 2 p.m. husband, G.W., Hickory Ridge,.1rk.; two brothers, Aubrey Wilson Jr.
in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Dr. Jim Simmons will and wife, Sharon,Cherokee Village. Ark.,and Willis Wilson. Idaho; inofficiate. Music will be by Margery Shown, laws, Mike and Lucy Green, Missouri, Kathy and Ray Adelsberger.
soloist, and Oneida White, pianist.
Pennsylvania, Carol and Chuck Nigro, Missouri. and Jerry and Tracy'
Pallbearers will be Bob Etherton, Joe Nelson, Green, Paducah; several nieces, nephews, other relatives and especialDr. Sal Matarazzo, Robert Biedenbe, Dan Sisk ly her church family; special friends, Edna Cunningham. Jane Wesi
and Paul Robertson. Entombment will follow in and Chuck Fuller, Mrs. Green was a seamstress by trade and Sunday
the Murray Cemetery Mausoleum.
school teacher for many years.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to
Arrangements will be by J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Mrs. Green
8 p.m. today (Thursday).
will e cremated. A memorial service will be at a later date.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to
Memorials may be made to Murray-Calloway County Hospice,803
Humane Society of Calloway County , P.O. Box Poplar St., Murray, Ky., 42071.
764, Murray, Ky., 42071.
The family wishes to thank our community, friends and people of
Dr. Fitch, 83, Ryan Avenue, Murray, died all faiths for their many kindnesses and especially their prayers on
Wednesday. Sept. 29, 2004, at 1:50 a.m. at his behalf of Martha and family. May God bless you as abundantly as he
Fitch
home.
has us. A very special thanks to Dr. John R. Quertermous and staff, Dr.
He had retired as professor of education at Koelsch, Dr. Dowdy, Dr. Charette, Dr. Winkler and statT. To the many
Murray State University after 24 years of service. MCCH nurses, staff and Hospice personnel. thank you so much for
An Army veteran of World War II, he was a mem- your professional care, your love and kindness.
ber of First United Methodist Church, Murray.
His wife, Jane Fitch, died May 29, 2003. Born
Jan. 5, 1921, in Crown Point, Ind., he was the son
Investments Since 1854... Our best investment is you.
of the late Ira R. Fitch and Ellen Galligan Graiger
Fitch.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Nancy On and husband, Rick, STOCK MARKET REPORT
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Mrs. Betty Ann Henderson
The funeral for Mrs. Betty Ann Henderson will be today
(Thursday) at 1 p.m. in the chapel of McEvoy Funeral Home, Paris,
Tenn. Bro. Otis Hinton, Bro. Roy Stinson and Romie Wynn will
officiate.
Pallbearers will be Bobby Henderson, Jonathan Carver, Jared
Henderson, Chuck Carver, Christopher Carver and Gene Stamps.
Burial will follow in Hillcrest Memorial Park Cemetery.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Mrs. Henderson. 65, India Road. Paris, died Tuesday morning.
Sept. 28, 2004, at Henry County Medical Center, Paris.
A homemaker, she was a member of Temple Baptist Church.
Paris.
Born June 27, 1939, in Gibson County, Tenn., she was the daughter of the late Lige Wynn and Lucille Bain Wynn. Two half brothers,
Arlon Wynn and Gordon Wynn, both preceded her in death.
Survivors include her husband, Bobby Henderson, to whom she
was married April 2, 1956; one daughter, Mrs. Kim Carver and husband, Chuck, Paris; two sons, Larry Henderson and wife, Gail.
Norridge. Ill., and Jeff Henderson and wife. Tammy, Murray, Ky.;

Merck recalls
arthritis drug

TRENTON, N.J. (AP) —
Pharmaceutical giant Merck &
Co. is pulling its blockbuster
arthritis drug Vioxx from the market worldwide because new data
from a clinical trial found an
increased risk of heart attack and
Mrs. Lois Jones
stroke. Whitehouse Station-based
the
The funeral for Mrs. Lois Jones will be Friday at 11 a.m. in
data
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. David Allbritten Merck said Thursday that
the
showed
trial
the
from
will officiate. Music will be by Julie Stone.
increased risk of heart attack and
Jones,
Gary
Middleton.
George
be
will
pallbearers
Active
other cardiovascular complicaHoward Johnson, Thomas Lovett, Glenn Jones and Jimmie tions began 18 months after
Sunday
adult
of
members,
be
will
Burkeen. Honorary pallbearers
patients started taking Vioxx.
school class of Palestine United Methodist Church and her careThe data comes from a threeCindy
Walston,
Shirley
givers, Reba Schroader, Molene Burkeen,
year study aimed at showing that
Vance, Billie Myers, Helen Uzzle and Peggy Carroll. Burial will fol- Vioxx at a 25 milligram dose prelow in the Palestine Cemetery in Calloway County.
vents recurrence of polyps in the
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today colon and rectum. The trial was
(Thursday).
stopped after Merck discovered
Mrs. Jones, 87, Payne Street, Murray, died Tuesday, Sept. 28, the higher heart risk compared to
patients taking dummy pills.
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Pfizer, Inc.
Regions Financial
Schering-Plough
Sears
Time SSarner
US Bancorp
LIST
Wal-Mart

18.00. 0.13
'7.86 - 0.113
31 15 11.92
17.63 + 11.05
1; 45 - 0 16
49.25 + 1.15
111.85 +11.67
11 00 - 11.16
18.78 + 0.28
19.37. 0.10
16.11 + 0.04
18.60 + 0.15
40.38 + 0.18
;2.88 - 0.12

4*-HIWARD LYONS
INC.
J.J.B. HILLIARD, W.L. LYONS.

MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE AND SIP(

The Following
Calloway Countians
Cordially Invite You To A
Reception In Support Of

DENNIS NULL
Candidate For First District State Senate

Thursday, September 30th, 2004, 6 p.m.
at 800 Chestnut Street, Murray
(Former Ninon Location)
Paul & Virginia Randolph
J.D. & Ann Williams
Gerald & Della Duncan
Bobby & Clara Stubblefield
Ronnie & Donna Jackson
Danny Hudspeth
Dick Dougherty
Jo Crass
Jamie Crady
Daniel & Polly Lavit
Michael Basile
Rob Edd & Dee Dee Parrish
Cynthia Gayman
Wanda Johnson
Krit Stubblefield
Sid & Melissa Easley
Roy & Joy Moore
Jeanne Beaver
Lillian Robertson
Burton Young
Terry Strieter
Mike & Michelle Garland
Stephanie Rea
David Edwards
Max & Marilyn Weatherford
Peter F. Murphy
Paul & Sandy Sasso
Max & Ruth Rogers
Fannilee Buchanan
Jerry & Melisa Stark
Dann Patterson
Sue Outland
Randall Patterson
Linda Kintbro
Bob & Kay Walker
Colleen Moore
John & Judy Siepl

NULLTh

Zee & Martha Enix
Phil & Judy Hazle
David & Pat Harrington
Steve & Beverly Lax
Larry & Donna Roberts
Johnny Gingles
Larry & Janie Elkins
Mike Waag
Dottie Lyons
David Dowdy
Shirley Cothran
Jack & Janice Rose
Rick Lamkin
David & Camela Ramey
Dan & Michelle Corum
Edward Palmer
Randy Hutchens
Lubie & Reba Parrish
Max & Gail Parker
Victor & Gale Cook
Ozzie & Faye McClure
Dean McKinney
Gary & Lori Ramsey
Michell & Valerie Coy
Danny & Anetta Perry
Patricia Parrish
Willis & Cora Pritchett
Mary Jane Littleton
Eddie & Carolyn Stubblefield
Kathy Jo Stubblefield
Rick Brunner
Steve & Brenda Vidmer
Oliver & Fiigen Muscio
Arnold & Donna Kramar
James Siepl
Rob & Tiffany Bougher

,Senate

Paid for by frlestds of Dennis Null
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Candidate Open Forum will
be Saturday at club house

Engagement

McPherson-Baxter vows
will be said on Saturday

Murray Woman's Club will host its Candidates Open Forum on Saturday at the
club house at South 7th and Vine Streets,
Murray.
Candidates to be present are Buddy
Buckingham and Melvin Henley for state
representative, Kenneth Winters and Dennis Null for state senator, and Daniel Mongiardo for U.S. senator.
The doors will open at 6 p.m. and the
Jo's
forum will start at 7 p.m., according to
Datebook Barbara Brandon, legislative chairman of
By Jo Burkeen the club. These forums for candidates are
Community
a service to the community.
Editor
The public is urged to attend this special event.

Dennis and Cinch Crass of Kirksey announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, SheIli Marie
McPherson. to William Scott Baxter, son of Amy Todd Davis
and James F. Davis of Gainesville, Fla., and William C. Baxter and Tobi Baxter of Chicago, III.
The bride-elect attended college at USC and is serving in
the U.S. Army at Fort Benning, Columbus, Ga.
The groom-elect is serving in the U.S. Army at Fort Bragg,
Fayetteville, N.C.
The wedding will be Saturday. Oct. 2, 2004. at 3 p.m. at
Central Park, Murray.
All relatives and friends are invited.

IlIrt!announcements

Photo provided

Caroline Elizabeth Sivills
Mr. and Mrs. Scott Sivills of Murray are the parents of a
daughter, Caroline Elizabeth Sivills, born on Thursday, Sept. 2,
2004, at 8 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 7 pounds, 12 ounces and measured 20.5
inches. The mother is the former Catherine Frazier. Two brothers are Will, 6, and Jackson, 2 1/2.
Grandparents are Scott and Carol Sivills and Bill and Nancy
Frazier.

Three local students
attending Lipscomb
NASHVILLE. Tenn. — Students from the Murray area have
enrolled as new students at
Lipscomb University.
They are as follows:
Wes Claiborne, 2100 College Farm Rd., Murray, Mathematics-Teaching: Jenny Gin-

gles, 291 Butterworth Rd., Murray, Family and Consumer Sciences; Brandon Steele, 998
Applewood Red, Murray, Bible.
These students are three of
approximately 575 new students and transfers for the 20042005 school year.

Buel Stalls, left, and Bill Furst, members of Murray Lions
Club, are shown preparing for Candy Days on Friday and
Saturday at local businesses.

Lions Club Candy Days
scheduled for weekend
Kentucky Lions Eye Foundation at Louisville and Lexington do free eye operations for
those in need.
The local club is now training to give children's eye photo
screening to examine children
for amblyopio (crazy eye). This
exam should be given to children under five years of age.
The club also pays for the
summer camp for blind and
deaf children. We collect and
deliver used eye glasses to the
Lions Eyeglass Recycle Center at Upland, Ind.
Lions Club President Tim
Hester said the club appreciates the support of the public.
Those working on Candy Days
will be seen with a friendly
smile and a yellow vest at the
local stores this weekend.

BY BILL FURST
Guest writer
Every October the 46,795
Lions Clubs around the world
select a day to do something
to help the Lions' goal to help
the blind and end eye sight problems.
This year the Murray Lions
Club will have its Candy Day
Give-Away Friday and Saturday at local businesses in Murray.
The money the club collects by donations will be
used to continue the eye sight
programs of the club and the
Kentucky Lions Eye Foundation.
The Murray Lions pay for
eye exams and eye glasses for
local families who need help
and conduct free eye exams at
the Weaks Senior Center. The

Registrations being taken
for computer classes

SoiriGarnes
Youth Day
Games - Crafts
Songs • Snacks

1116

Bible Stories

041-

Place:

Liberty
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church
Hwy. 94 E to 1346

Date:

Sat., Oct. 2, 2004

Time:

9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Pre K - 9th Grade

ses
,40-741110••-...
.1111marl

atcrcralt Insurance That Will
FLOAT YOUR BOAT

classes
computer
Two
offered by Murray State University's Center for Continuing Education are currently taking registrations.
Introduction to Microsoft
Access class will begin Wednesday, Oct. 13, from 6 to 8 p.m.
and will meet for three consecutive weeks ending Oct. 27.
Microsoft Access is used for
many tasks within an office
environment.
The class will give participants hands-on instruction on
how to use the popular database function of Microsoft
•
Office.
The class fee is $65 which
includes learning onaterials and
a reference guide.
Another class, Intermediate
Microsoft Word class, will begin
Monday, Oct. 11, from 6 to 8
p.m. and will meet for three
consecutive Mondays through

Oct. 25.
The class will develop techniques and skills for using the
graphics and design capabilities of the Word Program. Going
step-by-step, the class will use
text, pictures and graphic design
to create a two-sided three column brochure, and also a
one-page expandable newsletter. Class manual and disc files
are included in the course fee
of $75.
Both classes will be held
in room 209 of the Collins
Industry and Technology Building on the MSU campus.
Registrations are open to the
public and are currently being
taken. Space in both classes
is limited.
For more information, or to
register, contact the Center lot
Continuing Education at 7623659 or 1-800-669-7654, ext.
3659.

IlingNills
amer

Aurora Country Festival opens Friday
Aurora Country Festival and Aurora Flea market will be on
Highway 68 East in Aurora on Friday, Saturday and Sunday.
Hours will be from 9 a.m. to o 5 p.m. with the parade to be
Saturday at 1 p.m. Food, fun, antiques, arts & crafts, entertainment, kiddie activities, raffles and demonstrations will be
featured.

Barnett Cemetery meeting Saturday
Barnett Cemetery, located off Highway 280 on Poplar Spring
Road, will have its annual meeting Saturday. A short business
meeting will be at noon followed by a potluck meal. Persons
unable to attend may mail their donations for the maintenance
of the cemetery to Dale Campbell, 1906 Melrose Dr., or Hazel
Jean Brandon, 1604 Keenland Dr., both at Murray, KY 42071.

Fulcher family reunion on Saturday
The descendants of the late Orville and Ruby Fulcher will
have a family reunion on Saturday at Chestnut Park, Murray.
A potluck meal will be served between 11 a.m. and noon. All
relatives and friends are invited. For more information call
Juanita at 753-3635 or Marge at 436-5640.

Jones & Pleasant Hill reunion Saturday
Jones and Pleasant Hill and Friends will have a reunion on
Saturday at 2 p.m. at the Fenton Air Strip just across Eggner's Ferry Bridge on Highways 68/80. A potluck meal will be
served at 4 p.m. For more information call Deana at 7611284.

MHS Tiger Band plans promotion
Murray High School Tiger Band will sponsor a car wash
Saturday from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at O'Reilly Auto Parts. South
12th Street, Murray.

Aurora School reunion Saturday
Aurora School reunion will be Saturday at I p.m. at Ponderosa Steak House, Draffenville. For information call Joe
Jones at 1-270-527-1209.

Artist Guy will have exhibit reception
Murray Art Guild invites the community to attend the opening reception of "Featured Artist" Sallie Guy on Sunday from
2 to 4 p.m. at the guild at 103 North 6th St.. Murray. Weavings and watercolors of Guy, internationally known fiber artist
and a member of the Kentucky Guild of Artists and/Craftsmen, will be on exhibit through Oct. 22. For information call
753-4059 or e-mail murrayartguild@murray-ky.net.

Dedication of bridges will be Friday
Dedication of the new Shannon Douglas Wallace Memorial ridge and Kevin Lee Pritchett Memorial Bridge, both located on Highway 1824, between Almo Heights and Dexter, will
be Friday at 10 a.m. These bridges have just been completed
and the highway is now open for traffic. The public is invited.

Hazel club plans car show Saturday
The 13th annual Hazel Day Open Car Show, hosted by
Hazel Woman's Club, will be Saturday at the Hazel Community Center. Registration will be from 8 a.m. to noon. Also
grilled burgers and hot-dogs along with drinks and desserts,
prepared by the members of the club, will he sold.

ft Gift:
HWY.641 N. • MURRAY r-7-1
753-1725 — 1-800-472-8852

Your idea Of hydrotherapy is a houseboat, cabin cruiser
or personal watercraft. We have a plan that protects
your investment like a safe harbor. No worries, mate.
just relax and turn your stern to shore.

Jack Romaine
105 N. 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
759-1033
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Anniversary
SALE!

%OFF
20

STOREWIDE

50%

(In StockItems)

OFF

*Foster Holly *Burning Bush
*Alberta Spruce *Gold Cypress
*Butterfly Bush

Spring & Summer
Perennials
$200
e.00 Now

t

Open Mon.-Sat. 9-5

NOW CARRYING...
Beautiful New Crystal
Vases, Candle Sticks, Lamps,
Clocks & More!
Monogrammed Bags
Purses, Backpacks & More!
Picture Frames, Candles
& Scents, Home Decor & More!
0, Gift Baskets 81 Candy Bouquet,
Overrs.
Owner
& Designer
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Tut
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9
Fri.,
Mon.
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Clauson couple feted

Anniversary

at the Cathey home
Friends and neighbors honored John and Gayle Clauson
recently with a reception at the home of Mrs. Jane Cathey on
Carol Drive, Murray.
The Clausons have been active and loved members of the
Murray community, but are finding it necessary to return to
Byron, Ill., for health reasons to be near their family.
Twenty friends took this occasion to wish them well as they
will be leaving the first week of October.

Photo provided

The Rev. David Simmons is pictured blessing the animals
of Emma, Sheila and Ginny Furches at the event in 2003.

Blessing of the Animals
to be at Memorial Garden
The community is invited hamsters to less common pets
to the annual Blessing of the including a horned lizard and
Animals in the Memorial Gar- a horse.
Those attending should bring
den of St. John's Episcopal
Church, 1620 West Main Si, their pets on leashes or in
Murray, on Sunday at 4 p.m. cages unless they are excepThe event celebrates the tionally well behaved. If your
Feast of St. Francis of Assisi, pets don't travel well, you may
bring a photograph that the
patron saint of animals.
The service has been attend- Rev. David Simmons will bless.
All persons are invited to
ed in the past by a variety of
animals, ranging from tradi- attend.
tional dogs, cats, gerbils and

Mr. & Mrs. Jack Norsworthy

Photo provided
John and Gayle Clauson, seated, are pictured with the
money tree from the group at the reception at the home
of Jane Cathey, standing.

Bogal-Allbritten named semifinalist in national program
Elizabeth Bogal-Allbritten, a
senior at Murray High School
has been named a National
Merit Semifinalist. She is the
daughter of Bill and Rose
Bogal-Allbritten of Murray.
Semifinalists in the 50th
annual National Merit Scholarship Program were announced
by officials of National Merit
Scholarship Corporation. These
16,000 scholastically talented
high school seniors have an
opportunity to continue in the
competition for some 8,200
Merit Scholarship awards, worth
$33.9 million, that will be
offered next spring. To be considered for a Merit Scholarship award, semifinalists must
fulfill several requirements and
advance to the finalist level of
the competition. About 90 percent of the semifinalists are
expected to become finalists,
and approximately half of the
finalists will be selected as
Merit Scholarship winners.
Founded in 1955 to conduct the annual merit-scholarship competition, NMCS is a
not-for-profit organization that
operates without government
assistance. Scholarships awarded through the National Merit
Program are underwritten by
approximately 500 business
organizations and higher education institutions as well as
by NMSC's own funds. Independent sponsors have provided scholarship through the
National Merit Program begin-

ning with the first awards
offered in 1956, supporting
NMSC' s goals of honoring
the nation's scholastic champions and encouraging the pursuit of academic excellence.
More than 1.3 million juniors in nearly 21,000 U.S. high

schools entered the 2005
National Merit Program by taking the 2003 Preliminary
SAT/National Merit Scholarship
Qualifying Test , which served
as an initial screen of program
entrants.
Merit Scholarship winners

of 2005 will be announced in
four nationwide news releases
beginning in April. and concluding in July. These scholarship recipients will join more
than 226,000 other distinguished
young people who have earned
the Merit Scholar title.

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Norsworthy celebrated their 60th wedding anniversary with a family dinner at their home on St. Rt.
121 North, Murray.
They were married Sept. 26, 1944, at the Hazel Baptist
Church with Dr. Henry Franklin Paschall officiating.' Music
was by Volene Clayton Wilson, sister of the bride. Their attendants were Gent Dale Ray and Leta Brandon who were later
married. Also present was Mrs. Olga Paschall.
Mrs. Norsworthy is the former Charlene Clayton, daughter
of the late Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Thomas Clayton. Mr. Norsworthy is the son of the late Mr. and Mrs. Everett Norsworthy.
The couple has two sons, David Norsworthy and wife, Ginger, and Don Norsworthy, both of Murray. Their two grandsons are Bradley Norsworthy and wife, Holly, of Franklin.
Tenn., and Brent Norsworthy of Murray. Their granddaughter
is Jessica Norsworthy.
Present for the family celebration were the children, grandchildren, Sarah Aman and Derek Chandler.

Can You Believe It?

You'll Save On Our Incredible Selection Of Quality Name Brands
• Thomasville • Broyhill • Henredon • Lane / Action • Rowe • Serta • Kincaid
• Keller • Klausner • La-Z-Boy • American Sleep • Ashley • Pennsylvania House

NO INTEREST
rril 200911
You'll Find Something For Every Room In Your Home
• Bedrooms • Living Rooms• Dining Rooms•Jewelry Armoires • Curio Cabinets • Computer Desks
• Recliners • Lamps• Pictures • Bedding • Glider Rockers • Bombe Chests • Entertainment Centers
• Sleeper Sofas • Occasional Tables • Table Top Accessories • Swivel Rockers • Much More!

Elizabeth Bogal-Allbritten
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InTheSpotlight

The Celebrity of

Cartoon oleos
By ANTHONY BREZN1CAN
AP Entertainment Writer
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Quick! Can you name who did
the voice of Snow White? Or
Cinderella? How about the
Little Mermaid?
It's OK if the names Adriana
Caselotti, Ilene Woods and Jodi
Benson don't immediately
spring to mind — they were
never promoted or paid as stars
when their most famous screen
characters debuted.
But now try naming the
actors who voiced Shrek, the
Genie from "Aladdin" or Woody
the cowboy from "Toy Story."
and it's easy to think of Mike
Myers, Robin Williams and Tom
Hanks.
Performing animation was
not considered prestige work
decades ago, but those three performances have changed things
over the past 10 years.
Now, practically every cartoon features famous voices.
The new undersea gangster
comedy "Shark Tale" has a slew
of them.
The computer-animated story
of a scared little fish (Will
Smith) who becomes famous as
a -shark slayer" by surviving a
shark attack when an anchor
lands on his predator features
the voices of no less than 12
famed actors
Jack Black is his vegetarian
shark buddy, Robert De Niro the
menacing undersea gangster
mourning his son and Martin
Scorsese a puffy-eyebrowed
pufferfish. Renee Zellweger
plays a love-stricken angel fish,
"The Sopranos" Emmy winner
Michael Imperioli Black's
vicious brother, Peter Falk an
aging gangster shark and
Angelina Jolie a femme fatale.
Add to the mix "The
Sopranos" actor Vincent Pastore
as an octopus,Ziggy Marley and
Doug E. Doug as Rastafarian
jellyfish, and "Today" show host
Katie Couric as the fish reporter
Katie Current.
Decades ago, Walt Disney
barred Caselotti — who was 18

when she earned about $970 for
her work — from making any
public appearances. He didn't
want viewers to put a face to
Snow White's voice. Caselotti,
who died in 1997 at 80, often
said she deserved more, but
never sued for it.
What changed over the
years?
For one, Peggy Lee, one of
the rare celebrity voices to do a
cartoon years ago, successfully
sued Disney for more money
after the videocassette success
of 1955's "Lady and the
Tramp," opening the door for
better pay.
Studios now find that a star is
one more attraction for audiences. And actors find it's easy
work — which pays enormously.
Over two years, Black said
he went in about a dozen times
to record the voice of Lenny, his
nebbishy, bashful shark.
"I did it all by myself, except
I did a little bit with Will Smith
at the end. That felt like kind of
a symbolic meeting of the thingies, just in case some magic
happened between us. For the
most part, it's an isolated experience and I like it that way. There
are a lot of advantages to doing
it by yourself," he said.
What are the advantages?
"You don't have to worry
about the other actor getting
impatient," Black said. "If you
want to do 50 takes, no problem.
Then I trust the editors to cut
together awesome conversations
... so it really sounds like we're
talking to each other."
It's unclear how much Black
and his co-stars got paid, but
DreamWorks Animation, which
produced "Shark Tale" has been
generous with stars in the past.
Myers,Cameron Diaz and Eddie
reportedly
each
Murphy
received $10 million upfront for
"Shrek 2," not counting their
percentage of the profits from
the year's biggest movie.
Meanwhile, abcartoon voice
,
can give them a place in movie
history as their cartoon passes

GLOBAL MORTGAGE LINK, LLC
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The Murray Art Guild invites the community to attend the
opening reception of featured artist Sallie Guy on
Sunday from 2-4 p.m., at 103 N. 6th St. The weavings and
watercolors of Guy, internationally-known fiber artist and
a member of the prestigious Kentucky Guild of Artists
and Craftsmen, will be on exhibit through Oct. 22. Guy
has been a weaver since 1962 and for many years has
been a workshop and seminar instructor for guilds and
conferences in the U.S. and also in New Zealand. She has
also written for weaving publications and filmed two
instructional videos. Her work has been exhibited in a
Dreamworks/AP Photo
number of shows and has won several awards.
tapduring
Lenny
named
shark
a
Actor Jack Black voices
has been a watercolorist since 1999, having taken
Guy
commated
computer-ani
Animation's
DreamWorks
of
ing
edy "Shark Tale." in this undated promotional photo. workshops in the technique. including a two week sesVoicing animation was not considered prestige work sion in Provence France. She is an active member of the
decades ago, but now most animated films feature Murray Art Guild. Call 270-753-4059 or e-mail murrayartguild@murray-ky.net for more information.
famous voices.
through generations of kids —
and they don't even have to
shave.
"For the talent, the voiceover work is a minimal commitment," said Eric Wight, an artist
who has worked on cartoons for
"Buffy the Vampire Slayer"
and "Charlie's Angels."
"They can record an
hour's worth in a couple
hours. I always love
being at these voicerecording sessions
and they show up
and

they're
practically
their
in
pajamas
and

The Cast of CLUB SWING

Sewing By Steven

PURCHASE,ZERO DOWN!
YOU SHOW US:
*Average credit(not perfect)
•Steady income history
WE SHOW YOU
•100% loan, no money down
•Flexible, forgiving program
•Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.

Weed

/11e/ria-r4s,

• Drapery
• Custom Bedding
• Accessories
• Custom Blinds

MANY OTHER LOAN PROGRAMS AVAILABLE

(270) 753-7407

unwashed — very easy work for
them."
Although Black said he tried
to perform a character — changing his real voice to make it
sound more nasally and wimpish — often the studoesn't
dio
want
even
that.
They are
hiring
celebrities to
be recognizable, after all.

• Specialty Rods
• Upholstery
• Design Service Available

Now Offering More Than 1,000 Fabrics Including Silks

Call For Appointment 270-753-6361

VOTE

MELVIN HENLEY
STATE REPRESENTATIVE
Why Am I Running For
State Representative?

CLUB SWING jump
starts Arts in FOCUS

PADUCAH, Ky. — Five by Design's .CLUB SWING opens the
West Kentucky Community and Technical College opens the Arts in
FOCUS Series on Saturday with performances at 2:30 p.m. and 7:30
p.m.
The setting is the fictional Club Swing, a soon-to-be-demolished
nightclub built during the heyday of swing. But before the wrecking
ball falls, the club's former employee, Joe Sullivan, visits the establishment one last time. As drop cloths are removed, the neon marquee begins to flicker and then begins to glow as Club Swing is
magically transformed to its former splendor.
From the fast paced opening of Benny Goodman's Bugle Call
Rag to the show's blockbuster finale featuring Sing,Sing, Sing, Five
by Design celebrates the swing movement from 1937 to 1955.
Backed by a 13-piece big band, Five by Design's production
embraces some of America's best loved songs.
Ticket prices are $1,5 for adults and $8 for students and children.
For reservations or information, call 270-534-3212.

Eyecare Specialties
•Diagnosis & Treatment
of Eye Disease & Injuries
*Budget & Designer
Eyewear
Dr. Kevin M. Adams *Contacts For Astigmatism
308 S. 12th St. and Bifocals
*Most Insurance Accepted
759-2500

I believe that our district deserves
dynamic leadership that can, and will,
make a difference, particularly in bringing job opportunities and
money from Frankfort to our county.

SVAWAY SPE6/4Z
IVA/CH 0/AM/ER
$4?2
Chicken Parmesan
or Medium Lasagna

2. We have a Republican administration in Frankfort, and if we have
no elected official from our community with influence in this
administration, we will receive little help from Frankfort during the
next several years.

Large Lasagna

Rice Includes our delicious dessert bar!
Daily specials for carryout only.
Call for today's special!

Pa flail

3 I have nothing to gain from this office as I will donate the salary to
a scholarship account at Murray State.

Pizza ti Italian Restaurant strut,1972

970 Chestnut Street • Murray • 270-753-2975
Otw
6E0

Pood to( by Melvin Herkey, Chris Wooidridge Treasure,
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An open letter about our future...
I am the plant manager for U.S. Smokeless Tobacco Company's processing facility in Hopkinsville,
Kentucky. Our company purchases 100 percent American tobacco and values our partnership with our
dark tobacco producers. I am also a tobacco quota holder.
Anyone who follows our industry knows that there is a debate under way in Washington involving the
tobacco buyout combined with the potential FDA regulation of tobacco products, in what's called the
DeWine-Kennedy bill. This legislation could forever change our industry.
U.S. Smokeless Tobacco Company recognizes the importance of the buyout to dark tobacco producers.
While each dark tobacco producer needs to decide on their own whether or not to support the buyout,
we, as a company, are focused specifically on the FDA portion of the legislation. To be blunt, we do
not support it.
As the bill is currently written, it would be detrimental to our business and the way of life of tobacco
producers. If it concerns us, it should concern our dark tobacco producers as well.
Specifically, the bill would prohibit our ability to discuss the distinct differences between smokeless
tobacco and cigarettes, dramatically impair our ability to grow the smokeless tobacco category and
could, before long, also affect how farmers are allowed to produce dark tobacco.
Let me elaborate on this crucial last point because it strikes close to home. DeWine-Kennedy
proponents say that their bill will keep FDA off the farm. We're skeptical of this claim and our growers
should be as well. As most everyone in tobacco producing regions well knows, the way in which tobacco
has been purchased for years through the auction system is quickly shifting to direct contractual
relationships with farmers. As we read the DeWine-Kennedy proposal, the FDA could be on the farm of
any producer "under the control" of a tobacco manufacturer. The likely result would be that contract
farmers could be viewed as "under the control" of tobacco manufacturers, opening the door to the FDA.
I know many people in this region. Some of you I have known for many years. Even if you are not a
dark tobacco producer, if you live in this region you are in some way, directly or indirectly, affected by
our industry. Our prosperity and the future of our communities could be at stake. I do not believe that
the FDA proposal as is now currently under consideration in Washington, linked with a tobacco buyout,
will provide any of us with the bright future we are capable of achieving.
Decide as you will on the buyout. But if a buyout comes with the current version of FDA regulation
and brings the federal government to our farms, the price
will have been too high.

Danny Kingins

US‘Smokeless
Say no to DeWine-Kennedy FDA regulation of tobacco.

TOBACCO CO

Call your Senators and Congressman now at(202)224-3121 or go to www.BuyoutNotSellout.com
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alism soon changed into a movement on the brink of revolution.
The Weathermen were the few
committed to stopping the acts
of violence here at home.
This feature documents the
turmoil and captures the passion
and spirit of the decade of most
radical change in U.S. history.
Students, faculty, staff and
community members are invited
to all Cinema International
films.
There is no charge for admission. Films begin at 7:30 p.m.
nightly in the Curris Center
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$250,000 job of overseeing a
Chicago building project.
According to NBC, Mark
all
that
noted
Burnett
"Apprentice" leaks thus far have
proved to be false.
Before the betting was suspended, consulting firm owner
Elizabeth Jarosz, 31, led the
pack with 5-to-1 odds, investment firm partner Pamela Day,
32, had 7-to-1 odds and marketing director John Willenborg,
24, had 8-to- I odds to win.
The second season of "The
Apprentice" was filmed in early
summer, giving the plethora of
production crew and the 18 candidates, who are all required to
sign nondisclosure agreements,
plenty of time to let "The
Apprentice" out of the bag.
"We'll wait and see what.
happens," Doyle told the AR
"We'll still pay the individuals
already involved, but we watch
the show with maybe a little
more inside information than the
average viewer."

'The Weather Underground'showing at MSU
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sible not to have to suspend
them very quickly."
Unlike the "Pearl Islands"
incident where the suspicious
Vancouver wagers occurred near
the winner's home in Fort
Lewis. Wash., none of the
"Apprentice" candidates seem
to have New Hampshire ties,
according to their NBC bios.
(Stop reading now if you
don't want to know the show's
outcome.)
Red flags were raised at the
Antigua-based BetWWTS.com
when a maximum bet of $300
was placed on two candidates:
lawyer Jennifer Massey, • 30,
from San Francisco and software executive Kelly Perdew.
37, from Carlsbad, Calif. The
next day, Doyle witnessed a
number of New Hampshire
accounts that bet the limit on
those two contestants.
"When we see a lot of bets
with $300 then that's very suspicious," said Doyle, who noted
typical bets are about $25.
"We're not going to speculate
on the outcome at all," an NBC
spokesman told the AP Tuesday.
"The finale is live and there
won't be a winner until the
finale."
Last year, it came down to
two finalists: Kwame Jackson
and Bill Rancic, who won the
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Ordinance Number 2004-1357

Adecco

An Ordinance levying an ad valorem tax
in the City of Murray, Kentucky, for the
year 2004 upon all property in the City of
Murray as shown by the Calloway
County Assessment as of January 1,
2004; said county assessment being
adopted by the city of Murray pursuant
to KRS 132.284; providing that the
money received from these taxes shall be
paid into the general fund of the city of
Murray and be used for general governmental expenditures except for the
$0.0150 levy imposed for the funding of
active pensioners, city of Murray Police
and Firemen's Pension Fund. Setting a
date on which ad valorem taxes will
become delinquent, providing for penalty
and interest for delinquent payment and
providing for publication charge for
advertisement of a delinquent tax list.
s/s H. Thomas Rushing
H. Thomas Rushing, Mayor

THE EMPLOYMENT PEOPLE
Adecco Employment Semces will be accepting
applications at the Murray State University Career
Fair on Wednesday, 10/13/04.
This is for temporary. part-time, and full-time work
to include Production Shift work. Office/Clerical.
Data Entry, etc. Please bring resume and 2 proofs of
ID.
If you would like to fill out an application before
then, please call us at 270-575-0510 to make an
appointment.
Most positions require drug testing, background
checks, and skill testing.
EOE • NVF/DN

CONSTRUCTION
Local Work
Civil Construction Foreman
Heavy Equipment Operators
TH-Axle Dump Truck Drivers
General Labor (Pipe Laying Experience)
Concrete Carpenters/Finishers

Attest:
s/s Harla McClure
Harla McClure, City Clerk

'Equal Opportunity Employer
Send Resume To:

Summary prepared by:
Warren Hopkins, City Attorney

725 Fraysier Avenue
Owensboro, KY 42301
or Fax to (270)926-1503

Gadcon Inc.
•

Ordinance Number 2004-1358
An Ordinance levying an ad valorem tax
in the City of Murray, Kentucky, for the
year 2005 upon all motor vehicles and
watercraft in the city of Murray,
Kentucky providing that the money
received from these taxes shall be paid
into the general fund of the city of
Murray and be used for the operation of
the general fund excepts for the $0.0150
levy imposed for the funding of active
pensioners, Murray Police and Firemen's
Pension Fund.

Happy
Birthday

s/s H. Thomas Rushing
H. Thomas Rushing, Mayor
Attest:
s/s Harla McClure
Harla McClure, City Clerk
Summary prepared by:
Warren Hopkins, City Attorney

Ordinance Number 2004-1359

Happy 17th
• Birthday
Tripp
McCuiston
Love, Granny

An Ordinance enacting and adopting a
supplement to the code of ordinances of
the city of Murray, Kentucky.
s/s H. Thomas Rushing
H. Thomas Rushing, Mayor
Attest:
s/s Harla McClure
Harla McClure, City Clerk
Summary prepared by:
Warren Hopkins, City Attorney

Lagniappe
Nursery
Closing
Business.
Gifts,
Fountains,
Statuary, selling at
cost. 1/2 price perennials. tst come. (270)
759-0690.
MUMS

Ordinance Number 2004-1380
An Ordinance exempting Briggs &
Stratton Corporation from city of Murray
Real Property Taxes on that parcel of
property located in the Murray Calloway
County Industrial Park on Highway 641
North, for a period of five (5) years commencing January 1, 2006, pursuant to
KRS 92.300 on condition that said company purchase, locate, and maintain
their manufacturing establishment at
said site.

s/s H. Thomas Rushing
H.Thomas Rushing, Mayor
Attest:
s/s Harla McClure
Harla McClure, City Clerk
Summary prepared by:
Warren Hopkins, City Attorney

Lg. 55.00
Sm. S3.00
COUNTY LINE
PUMPKIN PATCH
Hvf y 121 North

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177
showcase space available. Sell your items in
Hazel,
KY
only
$30.00/Mo. Charlie's
Antique Mall. 270-4928175
SOUTHWEST chicken
& corn pudding. Fri.
nights at Sandra D's
Diner, 94E. 293-3816
SQUARE fish or real
fish. Sandra D's Diner.
94E 293-3816

REWARD
For any information about the
damages caused by an automobile on Wed. Sept. 22 or Thurs.
Sept. 23 to the old Bunny Bread
building located at 628 S. 4th
where Discount Heating's office
is located. Please call Jerry at
753-5500.

UM and Found
LOST. Dachshund mix,
cream fur, green collar,
goes by Zoey, lost in
Hazel area 492-8325
or 293-3360
LOST Tortise shell cat
named Mimi, fat, lost
near 5 corners 7531319, 753-2088

Lost and Found
LOST Yellow lab with
blue collar Reward
752-0114

2 Openings - Software
Development
firm
seeking
CustomerfTechnIcal
Support Reps w/great
phone & computer
skills. Fit Great work
environment, Health
Ins., retirement plan,
18 paid days off/yr.
Send
resume
to
mike@powerclaim.co
m
or
Hawkins
Research, 406 N.4th
St., Murray, KY 42071
EARLY childcare learning centers are looking
for FT/PT professionals
to guide children from
birth to afterschool.
Child
development
knowledge required.
Apply at 109 S. 15th St.
EXPERIENCED manager needed for fastfood restaurant Must
live in or near Murray,
KY. Send resume with
references to P.O. Box
12486, Jackson, Tn
38308.
IMMEDIATE OPENING
for
Receptionist/Bookke
eper - Must be friendly
and easy to talk with.
Experience
in
Quickbooks.
Excel,
and Access a must.
Apply in person to
Automated
Direct
Mall 87 Spruce Street
Suite B. Murray, KY
42071. 270-753-8887
NOW accepting applications for the following
position: Warehouse,
Factory, Field Service
Mechanic, and Tire
Changer.
Locations
include
Mayfield.
Murray, and Paducah.
Must be 18. Minimum
GED required. Call
251-3111 for further
information. EOE.

The Bull Pen
is now hiring
experienced
sepiers.
Apply in
person at
110 S. 5th St.
111410111•••••••••••••
NOW taking applications for day & night
shift. Apply in person
0 Sonic Drive-in. 217
S. 12th Street. No
Phone Calls Please.

A

PAINTERS Wanted.
Local painting contractor is recruiting experienced
professional
painters. Must have at
least 4yrs experience.
Please call (270)7536895 leave message.
No walk-in applications
accepted.
SAFETY
advisors
$2500 month, manager
trainee's $3000 month
Company will train. Call
M-F 9am-1pm only! 1800-578-8799
TAKING applications
for positions in all medical fields. Integrity
Employment Solutions
888-547-6218
TOM'S Grille now hiring for daytime servers
and cashier, nighttime
salad prep and cook.
Apply in person at
1501 N. 12th St. 7534521

Toyota of Murray
and
Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet

Articles
For Saki

Mond* Mows For Salo

KENMORE 20 cubic It
up hght freezer. Sears
lg. 8.0 mph treadmill
753-5560

PREOWNED 14x80,
2BR, 2 Bath, Vinyl &
shingle roof, great floor
plan. $15,900. Other
floor plans available.
Keith Baker Homes 1800-533-5368.

MOTORIZED scooter
$500. 753-3667
NOW selling graded #1
large Jack-o-lanterns
with large stems, ghost
pumpkins, ornamental
gourds, turban squash.
apple gourds, bananna
pumpkins, tater pumpkins, crewshaw pumpkins, dipper gourds.
apples & fresh tomatoes. All located under
the big blue tent at
Poppin
Papa's
Fireworks
on
the
KY/TN State Line in
Puryear. TN.
PELLA triple pane fixed
window.
Ideal
for
garage or outbuilding.
Retail $600. Asking
$225. Ph. 753-9571
SUMMIT
Viper
Climbing deer stand,
good condition. $150
OBO. 753-8062
TOP Soil: Best the
county has, Collin Silt
Loam. Call Dirt Daddy
at 753-9075

REPO'S: We've got to
move
them!
Singlewides
Doublewides!
We
finance' 731-584-9429

1.5 bedrooms fur
nished. 8 mi. north.
$235 + deposit. 7538582
12X60 near the lake.
Room for rent in house
also available. Labor
can be exchanged for a
portion of the rent. 9781084
1996 2BR 1BA 14x56
C/H/A, Ready to move
in. $350/month. 4374465
3BR $295 753-6012

are accepting applications for a highly
motivated sales associate at each store
Health
Insurance.
401K, 5 day work
week. Apply in person
to Chad Cochran at
Toyota of Murray,
1307 So. 12th Street.
Murray. No phone
calls please.

40
inches
round
Formica kitchen table.
Chrome legs vinyl
swivel chairs, $150
best. Full 100 lb.
propane tank. $50.
753-8394

ON a nice, pnvate lot
No water bill 436-2582

BABYSITTER needed
Days & hours vary,
must be flexible &
dependable 767-1269

8-PC maple dining
room suit. 753-0886
after 5 pm.
FULL size bed w/ mattress, $200. Couch,
coffee table, recliner &
chair, best offer. 7598006

MOBILE home lot fo
rent in Kirksey area
and possible horse
pasture with it. 7533712

CLEANING houses is
my business. Call
Linda 759-9553.
HOME based childcare
has openings for children. Call 759-4649
WILL clean up before
and after renters, new
construction, remodeling, floors, windows,
kit,
baths,
etc.
Experienced.
4365914, Valehe
Computers
MOM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service.
759.3556
Want to Buy
ANTIQUES/OLD stuff.
We buy 1 or all. Cal
Larry at 753-3633
BUYING
aluminum
cans Key Auto Parts
753-5562
JUNK cars wanted.
Free hauling. 753-7439
NEED several issues:
People magazine, July
12, 2004. 753-4161
USED carpeting, electric baseboard heaters,
refrigerators, air conditioners, doors, and
storm windows 7534109
Articles
For Site
(2) 12" Pioneer subs.
(1) 15" Kicker sub, (1)
Kenwood 600 watt
amp, (1) Jensen 400
Watt
Amp
$375
(502)836-9330
2
spaces
behind
'Woman at the Welr in
Murray
Memorial
Garden. $550 each.
Call 753-8619
30" Tappan electric
stove. Self cleaning
oven. White with black
accents Super clean,
759-9744
4X8 Olhausn pool
table, 1 inch slate.
sticks, balls, rack, and
light $1,500,(270)3822998

160
Horne Furnishings

Antiques
CASH PAID FOR
ESTATES &
ANTIQUES 270-2512005
270
Mobile Homes For Saie
1993 16x60 Fleetwood
2BR, 2 bath, asking
$9,500.
753-4164,
293-0737
1997 Redman Deluxe
16x80, vinyl siding, 3br,
2bath, lots of extras,
like new. $22,000,
includes set up & delivery. Call (270) 4892525.
'97 Clayton 16x80
3bd. 2 bath, many
upgrades Asking payoff. 753-7823
AWESOME 3 BED, 2
BATH HOME WITH
PORCH & DECK! 731584-9429
CUSTOM build your
dream home today or
choose one from our
show models in stock,
Southern Homes at
Keith Baker Homes,
Paris. 1-800-533-3568.
DOUBLE-WIDE mobile
home:
MUST MOVE
•Stove & refrigerator
stay
*Great for extra office
or mother-in-law
•Hide out for hunting
retreat
'Nice attatched cover
& porch
Call 527-2255 or 2520355
Ask for Greg or Bonnie

LAND/HOME PACKAGES: 1-5 acres available! Great locations!
Call now! 731-5849429
NICE ,1 bedroom with
stove,
refrigerator,
washer, dryer, dishwasher, central heat.
Owner moving trailer
must be moved We
will pay for move.
$6,500 Please call
270-210-6408

CLEAN 16x80 $350
per month plus deposit.
492-8488
NICE 2BR
mobile
home and lots for rent,
No pets. 753-9866

COMMERCIAL space
512 South 4th Street in
Murray. 60'x60' warehouse and cleanup
with
space
office
included. Call 7533724

D

IS
Shirts &
Things

Lb East, Aurora • 47488'..

ANNUAL HALF PRICE SALE
ON ALL MERCHANDISE
ciuding Quality Golf Shirts for SO
Half off Original r- -

Friday. Oct 1 - Sat.. Oct 30
10-5 Wednesday - Saturday

TOPSOIL
FOR SALE
Excellent
Quality

1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109.
1BR apt available, all
appliances fc\rnished.
Mur-Cal Realty. 7534444.
1BR furnished or unfurnished, low utilities.
No pets. $225 a month.
753-3949
1BR, 1 bath. W&D,
refrigerator, stove &
dishwasher. $325. 1
month free. 759-8780.
I BR , carport, W/D
hookup, clean, no pets
$335/month 753-6931
or 293-6070
1BR-4BR apartments
Ask about move in free
days Coleman RE
759-4118
2BR, IBA, carport
$425 901 Sunny Lane
753-3415
3, 4, 5. bedroom
house 1. 2, 3 apts.
753-1252 or 753-0606

s

753-6398
978-0299
(leave message)

Will Deliver
340
Houses For Rent
LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $290.00
2BR $340 00
3BR $425.00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants.
Office hours 8-4
Mon-Thurs
Call today for appointment
753-8221
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
9()2 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056
RED OAKS APTS.

Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
Mouses For Rent

1 & 28R apts. available
for immediate occupancy. Please call 7538221.
1 bedroom duplex 2
miles from lake, furnished. $265, $100
deposit, plus utilities, 1
or 2 people, Oct 1st.
436-6081

MOW

2BR house central
H&A, wd hookup, no
pets 753-2259. 5278174 $550 a month, 1
month deposit
2BR, 1 bath, remodeled, lake view, about
25
minutes
from
Murray. W+D
furnished. $375
mo
Lease+deposit
required
No pets
(573)281-0023
2BR. 1BA, large yard.
$380/month. 767-0433
2BR, 753-4860, 7531502
2BR, elec heat, lease
+ deposit, no pets.
1415 Vine St. 7530932 or 519-2699
2BR
1007
Main
$375/mo
270-5273664

38R. 1.58A, new carpeting. 411 S. 8th,
$490 a month, security
deposit. no dog. 4742520
4BR, 284, family room,
storage facility. garage,
1511 Dudley Drive,
deposit required. $650
per month. referenc4s
required, no pets. call
for an appointment
270-978-0707
501 South 6th St. Nice
3 bedroom. 1 bath, living, dining, kitchen,
dishwasher,
stove.
refrigerator,
washer/dryer hookups.
screened porch, bonus
room, picket fence.
Available now 7611317
Storage Rentals
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available 7532905 or 753-7536
PREMIER MINISTORAGE 'Inside climate
control storage
•Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
'We sell boxes!
'We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

illi

nrnercial Prop
For Sale

CONVENIENT
food
mart with deli. Very reasonably priced. Will
consider owner financing or lease with option.
Call 767-0493
WELL stocked hardware store for sale in
Hickman, KY Call
( 2 7 0 )2 36 - 2 2 4 2 .
( 2 7 0 )2 3 6 - 3 3 9 3
evenings
www gannonshardware.com

CAMPBELL REALTY
Introduces
Property Management
Tired of handling your rental properties
alone? Campbell Realty now has a professional management group to handle all
your property management needs. Have
you come to the realization that managing
your rental properties is a lot harder than
you thought? Let us take the burden. Call
today! 759-8780

FOR Rent: 2 bedroom
duplex. $375. 7591498
FORREST
View
Apartments 1213 N
16th St., now accepting
applications for 2br
townhouses, basic rent
$360/ month Call 7531970. Leave Message
NICE 2BR duplex no
pets 753-7457 or 43f
6357

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
'All Size Units Available
'Now Have Climate Control

753-3853

l't MAC AUCTION
Fri., Oct. 1, 2004•10:00 a.m.
At the Dan Nliller Auction Barn Lynn Grove, K1.
From Nlay field, KY take Hwy. 121 So. through Coldwater, KY.Dm
south onto Hwy. 1836. Follow to auction. From Murray, KY take
Hwy.94 West to Lynn Grove, KY. Watch for auction signs.
l00 Barbie dolls - old dairy type churn buttermilk stone pitcher - goutus
mses - Empire green dinner plates - meat planers pitcher & bowl set - pictures ,k
fiames - McCoy piece - candy dishes - milkglass lamps- 3 sets of skis - twin bed - ek
tic sewing machine - roll awa!, bed - bar stool - aluminum serving tray - 4 drawer file
cabinet - desk top refrigerator - 2 refngerant units - tool boxes - cast iron weather vane
- I-urniture damps - soaker hose - bird cage - J.D. Toy combine - oil cans - nuts, bolts &
screws - sou% sled - Metal shell boxes - golf clubs - flower seeds -12) metal treasure
Osest red & green - meat grinder - hammer handles - Makita drill motor set - new light
switches Craftsman router & table - nice 2 wheel truck bed trailer - Craftsman 18 h.p.
lawn mower - electric power hand tools - white 12 h.p. lawn mower - 14.5 Murray riding mower - Martin bird house - foot locker - B&D Workmate table - caster wheels old wood barrel - Jeep 4 wheeler - Scott's yard seeder - carpenter hand tools - flower
hos on wheels - chain saw - shop vise - radio cars- metal Tonka - trolling motors - boat
anchors - pipe cutter - 230 amp welder by Century - propane set w./hose & tanks portable toilet - fans - electric motors - 440 Echo chain saw - pipe bender - copper wire
-24- ridged pipe wrench - sump pump - kid binder- nice glass sliding doors in frame
& much more.
Not responsible for accidents. Lunch available.

\ NIILLER - 1)ARRELL BEANE
TERRY PASCHALL - AUCTIONEERS
4.15-4144

I irrimmi & Bonded in kl & Tenn. MI281 Firm 2333
('us!. It Pet.r%**
ierricv
"Ilv ,

ESTATE AUCTION
Sat., Oct. 2, 2004•10:00 a.m.
At the Home place of the late Mr. Elwood & Mrs. Lula White.
3938 Old Murray-Paris Road next to Green Plain Church
; piece bedroom suite - nice sofa - .odd chair - electric lift chair - platform rocker - collee it lamp tables - reading lamp. floor lamp - nice table lamps - entertainment cabinet
- nice clean old quilts - quilt rack - afghans - adjustable walking sticks - large pink
flamingo picture under glass - area rug - oval braided rugs - a nice clean fancy needlework bedspread - vacuum cleaner - clean bed sheets - wall pictures & frames - costume
jewelry - Sony stereo stand - electric hair clippers - curtains & drapes - frost free refrigerator - electric stove with slide in surface unit - microwave oven - cflest freezer - automatic washer & dryer - electric sewing machine - 110 air conditioner - G.E. toaster oven
- steam vaporizer - radios - nice table & chairs. glass door china cabinet - hanging lig h;
punch bowl with ladle - bowl & pitcher set - ceiling fan - electric heater - 6 quart electric wok - Empire green dishes - Liberty blue dishes made in England, Betsy Ross on
them - blue & white tea pot & tureen - wood canister & shaker set - footed candy dish
- footed centerpiece - Fireking cups - tea glasses - pitcher & glasses - Ruby red mantel
vase - other vases - tulip bowl Vpickle & relish dishes - amber & brass pieces - stem
fruiters - devil egg plate - fancy stem glasses - blue tea set - books - mixing bowl set tine old wood dough howl - large baking pan - Wagner cast iron skillet - pots & pans small kitchen appliances - flatware - hug zapper - fold up walker and other convalescent
items - farm tractor seat - 4-wheeler helmets - picnic basket - electric fans - squirrel cage
fan - chain saw - flowers & flower hangers - toys - old metal blade fan - meat grinder.
Many other items not listed.
Not responsible for accidents. Lunch available.
For more information and your auction needs phone 435-4144.

DAN MILLER - DARRELL BEANE
TERRY D.PASCHALL - AUCTIONEERS
435-4144

Liermed & Hooded in kV & Tenn.81261 Firm 2333
.
"My Service DoeNn't Cost. It Pays'

ESTATE AUCTION
REAl. ESTATE & PERSONAL PROPERT\

Sat., Oct. 9th, 2004•10:00 a.m.
At the home of the late Mr.()rtes D. Guthrie
1610 Magnolia in Murray, KY just off South 16th Street.

Will offer this [Ilse hvdi,,Iti 1.5 hath - large living room - dining room
lc den - utility room - wash room - enclosed back porch - outside storage
- large lot. Central heat and air.
Terms: 15'4 down day of auction, balance in 30 days with passing of
deed. Real Estate will be offered at 12 noon.
There will be an OPEN HOUSE Friday afternoon Oct. 1 from 5 p.m.
In 6:30 p.m. Come by and see this property.
%ALI: next week's paper for detailed list of personal property.

Tem D. Paschall Real Estate 767-9223
or Darrell Beane 435-4144 - Dan Miller 435-4144
Litynstd & limuled in 101 S. trim. 81281 Firm 2333
th serrtrir Anir.n (00% It rits,"

AUCTION
Saturday, October 2 • 2 p.m.
Henry Auction House
Hwy. 79 5, Henry, TN

GARY BEECHAM
Phone 731-243-4882
Firm Lk. 1561

commerical prop. for rent
1,500 sq ft shop o
warehouse space, plus
extra nice office and
bathroom located at
810 Sycamore Street
Call 753-5142 for more
information or to see.
M-F 7:30AM - 5 OOPM
13.000 sq/ft office
space on Andrus Drive.
extra nice Call 7591503 293-1545. Ask for
Sam
2.580 sq ft Insulated
metal building with
overhead
electric
doors, paved parking,
and 10.760 sq ft graveled area with security
fetIce 270-753-0020

Pets Supplies
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858
POODLES standard
AKC registered. awesome pets, great water
retrievers, non-shedding. tail docked, all
Call
$500.
shots
(270)556-4683

Yard
2 PARTY
YARD SALE
FRI & SAT
8AM-?
1210PEGGY
Desk,pet lerrs,
kiiigsge,dchts

YARD SALE

12485 Old Paris
Murray Rd,
Puryear, TN.
Approx. 1 mile
from state line
Th, Fri, Sat
7:00
everything from A-Z
Something for
everyone

Puryear
Fri & Sat • 7-?
good clean clothes
0-3X housewares
etc Weather permitting

903 N. 4th St
Fri., Oct 1 • 7-4
books, clothing all
sizes, household
items, camping/fishing equipment, typewriter, old wooden
door, and much
more

New Concord
Former Bob's
Corner Store
Fri., Sat., Sun.
1991 Ford Explorer.
telescope, lots of
linens cheap,
burning barrels,
bookcase.
collectibles, lots
more.
436-2487

Lynn Grove
139 Rayburn Rd.
Sat., Oct. 2
7:30 a.m.-3 p.m.
Old tools,
collectibles, quilts,
Home Interior.
antiques, glassware,
kitchen appliances,
misc.

R111:11 Estate

GARAGE
SALE
1506 Canterbury
Dr.
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m. to Noon
Vera Bradley
purses, antique doll
bed, brand name
makeup, and many
misc, household
items.

175 wooded acres, tim
her medium. The dee
are huge, creek. Will
divide. Call James at
901-573-6143

r

ota For Sale
i
illt

3 acre building lot on
Hawthorn Rd. 10 miles
west of Murray. 1 mile
south of Coldwater.
753-3101 $18,000.

YARD SALE
Thurs., Sept. 30
Fri., Oct. 1
8 a.m.
1512 Story
Luggage, Christmas
items, guilts, linens,
gas dryer great
condition.
GARAGE SALE
189 Country Club
Ln.(near Dutch
Essenhaus)
Fri. & Sat.
7:30 a.m.
Antiques, collectibles,
glassware.
microwave, toys.
books, videos, dorm
fridge, baby clothes,
pictures, Chnstmas,
Pella window/door,
good stuff.

YARD SALE
2

miles west

7:00 - 3:00
furniture, glassware,
antiques, tclys,
books. rugs /lots of
stuff

YARD SALE
506 S. 16th
Thurs. 9/30 &
Fri. 10/1

4:00p.m.
all sorts of items,
furniture, clothes,
baby items, and
much, much more

STRAW for sale $2 25
bale (day) 753-4582
(night) 759-4718

alt"d

David's Cleaning
Services
"We

Specialize in Cleaning"

•Vinyl Siding & Fencing .Mobile Homes
•Brick 'All External Cleaning
•Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water -Parking Lots & Driveways

David

Borders

(270) 767-0313 or (270) 527-7176

YARD SALE
1607 Parklane Dr.
Sat. Oct., 2•6:30 a.m.
First-ever yard sale, furniture,
electronics, CDs, clothing, household & kitchen items, tons of odds
'n ends

STM CONSTRUCTION
RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL
ALL TYPES
ADDITIONS, REMODELS,
ROOFING, SIDING
60 Years Experience

MIKE 978-0111 or

nm 436-2632

YARD SALE
1512 Henry St. off So.
16th
Sept. 31 - Oct. 1 • 7:00
250 4-wheeler, Murray mower w/ bagger, sewing machine, quilt tops, craft,
Christmas stuff, new porta pot, washing
machine, lots of misc

YARD SALE
5475 Airport
Rd
Saturday
8 am -?
furniture, fall kids
clothes, home interior

3 FAMILY
YARD SALE
1573 St Rt 94W

Sat • 7 -?
Rain or shine

Fri &

couch, dresser,
daybed, girl infant
clothes, toys, kitchen
table & chairs, and
much more

Roofing Metal
41
/
We now manufacture. Buy dire1

Order by 11 a.m. &
pick up next day.
0004 Sc). ft. of 29 & 21.) gauge in stock.
1 & #2 available in

Most colors

Call Metal Mali
400-909-9064•270-247-8844

woossooftaftiftalL111
.
__.....
"'Murray Sicang
Sz-' Window Co.
*Vinyl Siding

* Garages

*Replacement Windows

* Barns

* Metal dr Shingle Roofing * Exterior Restoration
Services
* Beautiful Sunrooms &
Screen Rooms

* Licensed & Insured

Corey Huie 270-293-9858

YARD SALE

0 Down Program
(100% Financing)
Mitsubishi
2001
Baker
Keith
Call
Montero Sport. 39K
let's
Homes today and
miles. $12,500. 436get you ready for your
6202
new home. 1-731-6440013
99 Infiniti 0X4 loaded,
1501 Kirkwood Dr.,
condition,
excellent
2,000 sq. ft. 3BR, 2BA,
car, high
program
living room w/ fire
miles. $10,700. 759place, kitchen w/ dining
4378
area, den w/ fireplace,
New heat/AC, new car- 1998 Chevy Tahoe
4x4. white, low miles.
pet. 270-293-5117
270-4892 bedroom bnck with $12,000 OBO
2963
garage. Separate 2
stall block garage on 2
The Place to
acres. 6 miles from
Murray.
$56,000.
Phone 753-1308
Start.... Murray
2BR, IBA, central H/A.
Ledger & Times
move-in condition, 8
miles north of Murray,
759-3443 (270)753-1916
$28,000.
after 5:00 p.m.
3BR, 2BA House, $750
will
owner
down,
finance, located on
Used Cars
in
Row
Govenors
Shores
Panorama
area. Call Dennis @ 1- BMW, 1993. black
270-767-9074
800-825-6070.
IN THE COUNTRY
*2001 ESCAPE XLT,
3BR, 1.5BA, 1 car
$7,500.
moon-roof.
garage. Setting on 2 •1999
Mercury
acres near the Kirksey
AWD,
Mountaineer,
area. Call 270-210leather.
moonroof,
0312 after 5:30 p.m.
$5,500. *2001 Taurus
SES, $6,106. *2000
LAND
Home
SES,moonTaurus,
Packages Available.
roof $4.700
Let our land home speMoney back policy.
cialist help you find
C&K Motors. (270)
home
your dream
705-5973 anytime.
sell
package. We
homes in TN and KY.
Crown
Ford
99
Call today for details at
Victoria, 4-dr, white,
1-731-644-0012
43,000 miles, new
michelen tires, excelSPEC homes.
home!!!
lent condition. $7,500.
Awesome
Ready to move into,
753-2905 or 293-8595.
Set-up on land. Call
today. 731-644-0012
1997 Grand Prix GT, 4door, loaded, leather,
nice. 978-1107

2004 Yamaha Zuma,
performance exhaust
and clutch $1,900 or
best otter 978-0263

YARD Sale. Sat. Oct 2002 Kawa Vulcan
2nd, 9-2, Marilyn's Classic 800, 4,800
Freedom,
Medical
miles, excellent condi4860 Old Mayfield Rd, tion 55.000. 293-1754
Paducah Used mobility scooters, electric 2000 model H-D 883
wheelchairs, car, van & excellent cond., low
truck lifts. (270)534- miles. 270-492-8411 or
9713
759-4935

re

FOR SALE

Email us at
rriOrnunnytter.com

530
Union Onaml

Sport Utility Vehicles

*
PONY new can and
harness for sale 2939970, 753-5344 night

We have had over 30 people donate items
for this sale. Some of the items include a ski
boat, furniture, antiques, tools, TV's, and
much, much more. This sale is huge and
proceeds go to our Watch Program.

Homes For Sale

6:00 a.m. -

114 Stokes,

3-YARD SALES

YARD SALE

GARAGE
SALE

Fri. & Sat.
7:00 a.m.

BENEFIT SALE

698 Treasure
Island Rd
(Pirate's Cove)
Hardin
Fri & Sat • 7-3

& ehdr.

108 S. 13th St

perennial plants
including ins and
lilies, clothing, dishes, many other miscellaneous items

YARD SALE
By the Missing Hills Neighborhood
Watch Program. Follow signs for
121S to Mt. Carmel Church, turn left
on Cypress, follow signs. On corner
of Kline Trail and Franks Circle
Sept 30th, Oct 1st and 2nd. Hours
are 8-4 each day!

first in five years,
four family, lots of
items

GIGANTIC
YARD SALE

Sale

YARD SALE

bedlam:tier( Mk
LR WPM

Coldwater - 121N
Fri., Oct 1

1 lir \Ion. Information Phone

ANTIQUE & COLLECTIBLE

Murray Ledger & Times
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3,000+ sq. ft house with 3+ acres 5 miles
SW of Murray - 3823 Wiswell Rd. 2 car
garage, workshop, fireplace, 3 bedroom, 2
bath, bonus room, appliances, deck &
much more. $190,000. Call 753-4108

414 N. 4th St
Fri • 8 am - 5pm
Sat• 8 am -?
furniture, TV, A/C,
heaters, cookware,
dishes, stuffed toys,
linen, old records,
clothing, etc

Call us we will be
glad to help
rJurray Ledger

Tomes

270-753-1916
1994 Buick LeSabre
Limited, locally owned,
leather, great shape
$4,500. 753-0188

30 years experience
All work guaranteed
Cell
731-234-6875

Roby Autry
270-767-9597
731-586-4496

www.trotterswoodshop.com
1996 Ford Club Wagon
Chateau loaded. rear
A/C, 4 captain's chairs,
new tires, everything,
works, used for long
distance travel, excellent condition. Call 7679442
500
Used Trucks
1994 Dodge Ram 4x4
one
white,
SWB,
miles.
owner, low
$8,000 OBO 270-4892963
1994 GMC 4x4 Z71
ext. cab.. red. 270-4362667
•72 Cheyenne 350,
$2,800 77 Custom
deluxe, runs, $1,000
chevy 350 motor 4-boll
436-5296
Boats!. Motors
1986 Bomber Crappie
60HP
15ft.
boat.
Johnson. New trolling
motor ready to go
$6,000 firm, Call after
5.00PM 753-9652
Makes Offered
436-2867 JOe's Mowe
pick
Repair Free
up/delivery.

I itiels 01 1 '

AUTRY ROOFING

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters.
junk & tree work
492-8688 ROOF
REPAIRS. New
Roofs, all types. 29
years dxperience, Call
Carters.

A-1
AFFORDABLE
HAULING all around
clean-up, gutters, tree
1991 BMW 525. Runs
work 436-2867
great, excellent condi
A-1 Stump Removal
lion inside and out...
437-3044
126K miles, $5,500.
753-6620 nights, 753ABLE hauling. Clean
1222 days. Ask for Bill
up garages. junk. We
haul almost anything.
753-7439
tree
AFFORDABLE
work removal 43E2867
1998 Toyota Sienna
XLE, leather interior, ENGER
Carpet
94,000 miles, well
Binding since 1991.
maintained. 293-4233, 270-436-2347 or 270$7.700
293-6775.

11144-4Ct.
4w i.1

We build, repair,
and refinish.

7
-orb. NI

1220 Hopkins
Road • Murray
I 753-0249

S

Trottri

1

*Melt UP & DELIVERY PROVIDED'

Services Offered
ALEXANDER SEPTIC
SERVICE. Septic tank
and grease trap cleaning and repair. Access
risers installed. 7535933, 1-877-335-1500

D.G
Landscaping &
Nursery
-mulching
•fertilization/overseecling
•welding
•trimming
*pressure washing
•parking lot sweeping
*leaf mulching
435-4431

ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling,Tdartio
porches, decks, su
rooms, roofing, viny
siding, mobile home
repair, sagging floors,
termite & water damage. Larry lvtlimmo
or
(270)753-9372
(270)753-0353
ASPHALT
Travis Asphalt
SealcoatIng
Tony Travis, Owner
•Driveways
-Parking Lots
FREE ESTIMATES
753-2279

DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd jobs
you don't have time
for. Plus, all repairs for
home and business.
293-5438

BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel,
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured. 4892839.

BIG Water Deck Seal
and Power Cleaning.
High pressure cleaning
and wood preservative
sealant to protect your
deck for the winter
ahead. Concrete, brick
areas, sidewalks, vinyl
siding, etc. Free estimates. 270-761-3104
CARPORTS Starting
at $675. installed. Roy
Hill (270)436-2113.
WALTERS
CONTRACTING
DECKS. Roofing, Vinyl
Siding. Addition, and
Remodeling. Quality
Work. Over 30 Years
Experience,
Gerald
Walters. 753-2592

DOZER WORK
INSTALL & REPAIR
SEPTIC SYSTEMS &
GRAVEL HAULING.
Public or Contract
Contact at 270-7539503

LAYTON

Hudson,

hauling, landscaping,
backhoe & loader work.
753-4545 or 492-6265
LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning
"since 1971 •Carpets *Upholstery
*Emergency Water
Removal 'Quick
Drying
Free Estimates
"Got Dirt"
753-5827
MOODY'S
Mower
Repair pick-up & deliver 753-5668
NO job too big or small
Just give me a call
270-226-9074

Murray Ledger & limes

NORMAN
Electric
LLC Residential and
Commerical Electnca
Service 16 yrs. exp
Licensed and Insured
(270)247-2312
Painting & Staining,
Carpentry,
Minor
Plumbing
(leaky
faucets
etc)
Reasonable rates, references given. Phone
435-4682
PAYTON Lawn Care.
FREE
estimates.
Mowing,
fertilizing,
landscaping, leaf raking, light backhoe work.
Phone: 270-436-5507,
Cell: 270-293-7917

r•ga*mcwim

SIEPL'S
Carpet
Service. Expert installation. Will install new
or repair used carpet.
Installation only 270753-2986

tainweddingchapels.co

Reach over one million
readers with one call!
Contact the classified
department of this
newspaper or call KPS
at 1-502-223-8821 for
more information about
placing a 25-word classified in 74 newspapers
for only $225.
BUSINESS
OPPORTUNMES
Need Extra Cash?
Work one day per
month, collect $1000
dollars plus!! Own your
own vending business
Small investment
required. call toll-free 1866-341-8363
FINANCIAL
$$CASH$S Cash now
for structured settlements, annuities, and
insurance payouts.
(800)794-7310 J.G.
Wentworth... JG
Wentworth means cash
now for structured settlements.
Cash for structured
settlemenV Annuity
payments. It's your
money! Get cash now
when you need it most!
Oldest/ Best in the
business. Settlement
Purchasers 1 -877MONEY-ME
FOR RENT
Professional office
space for rent in
Frankfort. Just off US
127 near 1-64
Approximately 700
square feet on second
floor, private bath, closets. $600 per month,
includes water/sewer.
electric, gas. Call 502223-8821.
FOR SALE
Wolff Tanning Beds
Affordable • Convenient
Tan at home. Payments
from $29/month. Free
color catalog. Call
Today 1-800-842-1305
www.np.etstan.com
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KRISTIN TAYLOR
Ledger & Times photo
The Calloway County
Republican
Party

TENNESSEE Metals,
Inc. 641 North Puryear,
TN 38251. (731)2473222. Monday thru
Thursday 8-4, now
buying tin, iron, cars.
Come by for the best
pnces anywhere! Rolloff containers also
available

SEPTIC
SYSTEM
INSTALLATION. And
repair, pumping, field
line
replacement
washer beds installed.
Excavating,
gravel
driveways and parking
lots installed BRENT
ALLEN
SEPTECH.759-1515,
1-877-335-1500

recently

opened

heaquarters
corner of

on

its
the

Main and

Fourth streets. Signs
information are
available at the sec-

and

WATERPROOFING
BASEMENTS
AND
CRAWLSPACES
Underground
roof
drains, surface water
diversions, shoreline
and erosion control
nprap installed, storm
shelters.
BRENT
ALLEN SEEPTECH.
759-1515, 1-877-3351500

QUICK
&
Right
Painting, House work,
Yard work, Odd Jobs
(270)761-2559

STITEIIIIIE
ANNOUNCEMENTS
A beautiful, complete
Smoky Mountain wedding. Original Log wedding chapel. Everything
provided: photos,
video, flowers, formal
wear, cabins. Smokies
best value. 1-800-2625683 WWW.smokymoun-

CLASSIFIEDS

ond-floor

location

from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Monday

through

Saturday.

i. ISSIFIEllti

HOMES FOR SALE

Driver- Sign on bonus
plus starting up to 39
CPM. Home weekly.
Drive home assigned
truck. Full benefits, 6
months expenence
required. 800-441-4271
ext.-ET135

Stop Paying Rent! 3
programs for 0% down
Payments as low as
rent Call 866-626-5363
or 502-223-2533
MISCELLANEOUS
Free 4-room DIRECTV
System includes installation. 4 mo. FREE
Programming w/NFL
Sunday Ticket subscription. Over 205 channels! Limited time offer.
S&H, restnctions apply.
1-800-208-4617.

Drivers: 100% Owner
Operator/ 100% No
Touch/ Dedicated round
trips: Hopkinsville, KY
to Flat Rock, MI &
Henderson, KY to Flint,
MI/ Make above industry standard per mile
PLUS 100% fuel surcharge/ 1996 or newer
truck/ COL Class-A/ 18
Mos. Expenence. B&W
Interstate/ Taylor, MI
800-325-7884 Ext.4.
Drivers: 1000/0 Owner
Operator CRST
Malone! $1.70 gross
+100% fuel surcharge!
Rates have increased
over 13¢ a mile this
year!! No forced dispatch/ Home most
weekends/ Trailers
available Call Now!
800-490-5248

Free DIRECTV
Satellite system, and 3
free months of HBO,
includes delivery and
Installation, no hidden
charges. call today for
details 1-800-352-9992
DTVsatellite.com
RESORTS RENTALS
Panama City Beach.
The beaches are beautiful, so come on down!
Sandpiper-Beacon
Beach Resort IS OPEN
FOR BUSINESS!! No
hurricane damage. Best
Rates from $39 (1-2p.
arrive Sun/Mon -FREE
Night. Call for details,
restrictions) Pools, lazy
river ride, waterslide,
parasailing, hot tub,
suites, tikibar 800-4888828 WWW sandpiperbeacon corn
TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED
Company Drivers- Van
& Flatbed NO NONSENSE BONUS
GUARANTEED!
Starting pay up to 36
cpm, $500 orientation
pay. consistent freight
all year! Full benefits &
more! Class-A COL, 1
yr. verifiable exp. 1877-560-8821 Ext. 779
or e-mail us at
drive@robersontrans.c
om
Company & Owner
Operators. Home every
weekend! 2500-3000
miles/week. No touch
freight. Drop-N-Hook.
Sign-On Bonus. BFL.
INC. 1-800-342-2677.
BFLINC.com

Driver: $900-$1,100
Weekly. Loaded &
Empty Miles Paid, short
hauls, flexible home
time, quarterly bonuses, comprehensive
benefit package.
Dedicated to excelHEALTHCARE
lence. Devoted to dnvFamily Health Care
ers. Requires Class-Pi
w/prescription plan!
CDL, EOE. Call Smith
$69.95/mo: Best netTransport at 1-888-GOwork, excellent coverSMITH or visit our webage. no limitations!
site at www.smithtransIncludes dental, vision,
portcorn
pre-existing cond. OK!
Driver- Covenant
Call: WCS 800-288Transport_ Teams and
9214 ext2332 *Start-up
Solos check out our
fees required
new pay plan. Ask
about our regional runs.
HELP WANTED
Owner operators, expeEstablished firm seeks
rienced drivers, solos,
in home sales reps to
teams and graduate
present estate planning students. Call 1-888package to prospective
MORE-PAY (1-888clients. We offer day667-3729).
time activity, qualified
Driver Exp'd F/B
leads, complete training Drivers earn 36-390/mi;
and support. Exp'd one- 37-410 w/bonus plus
call closures can earn
Tarp! Class A Req'd.
$1,800-$2,700+ weekPrePass, EZPass.
ly! No licensed
Students welcome.
required. Call Rich at
EOE. Up to $2000 sign800-860-8275 ext. 410. on bonus. Call Roehl,
The take home more,
Police Officers Train in
home more carrier.'
be
law enforcement. HS
800-626-4915
Grads 17-34. Great
wvnid.goroehl.com
pay, benefits. Must
Driver- Now earn
relocate. Call M-F 800more! Increase in Pay
284-6289
Package Contractors &
Secret Shoppers need- Company needed.
ed for store evaluaFlatbed- Refrigeratedtions. Get paid to shop
Tanker. Over-the-Road.
local stores, restaurants Some regional.
& theaters_ Training
Commercial Driver's
provided, flexible hours, License Training. 1email & tee required. 1- 800-771-6318
800-585-9024 ext.6231
www.primeinc.com

Drivers: CFI- Regional
runs available for company divers & owner
operators in the
Midwest & Northeast.
Also hinng OTR.
Company- 0/0sSolos- Teams. 1-800CFI DRIVE.
www.cfidnve.com
Drivers: Must be owner
operators. No touch
freight. Up to
$0.881$1.00 mile. No
forced dispatch. Home
weekends, older trucks
welcomed. T&T
Dedicated Carriers.
Inc., Louisville, KY1800-511-0082
Drivers, over the road.
35 states. Flat w/sides.
late model conventionals. 3 years experience.
$2,000 sign on bonus.
Start .34c-.380 mile
+benefits. Call
(800)444-6648
Drivers: Start at 35
CPM, 37 CPM in 4
months: Monthly bonus
assigned equip. OwnerOps avg over $1 per
mile. $0 Down leasepurchase. Home 4 days
every 2 weeks. Class A
& 3 Mos. Exp. Req. 1877-452-5627
Need Job! CAST No
experience? No
Problem! No credit
check. No monthly payments. Immediate benefit package! Now hiring in your area! 1-877443-8289
New career in trucking? No experience
necessary. Free training if qualified. Pay only
a placement fee. Home
nightly &/or weekends.
Call VTAPS II 888-2988277, 502-298-6206
Run close to home!
$.41/mile! Excellent
miles! Home weekly!
New equipment! Blue
Cross/ Blue Shield!
Dental! 401K! EZ
Pass/Toll Cards!
Heartland Express 1800-441-4953
www.heartlandexpress corn
Star Transport needs
inexperienced drivers.
Home most weekends,
Peterbelt trucks, shared
tuition. Food and lodging provided. 1-800455-4682
WANTED TO BUY

0
WANTED TO BUY
NOW Heavily wooded
tract of land kurtable for
hunting this fall. Price
must be reasonable
Any location OK
(270)929-6095

Classifieds Office Open
7 30am -5pm
Closed Saturda

Horoscopes
HAPPY

BIRTHDAY

by Jacqueline Bigar
for

Friday, Oct. 1, 2004:
You become more generous than
in past years. You express a real
gentleness and caring toward
others this year. You work best
on a one-on-one level with individuals, getting down to basics
and wanting deeper bonds.
Finances could become your
specialty. Investments are highlighted. If you are single, your
true romantic self emerges. You
could be hurt easily when your
fling du jour falls from his or her
pedestal. You might consider
taking off your rose-colored
glasses if you want a successful
and authentic relationship. If
you are attached, you enter an
extremely romantic
period,
where you act like new lovers.
Be more playful together. Spend
quality time together. TAURUS
grounds you.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
I -Difficult

about what might be going on.
You might even know when
something is going to happen
before it does. Resist getting into
conversations and diversions
until you clear out your work.
Tonight: Off to the gym or take a
walk.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Your ingenuity helps
you clear out the door early for
the weekend. You might even
ask some co-workers to join you
for a glass of bubbly and nibbles.
Socializing might be more costly
than you think. Tonight: Be a true
Goat with money.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
** You confuse others, especially those close to you. Your
family and close friends might be
scratching their heads at what
you do out of the blue. You might
consider the impact of your

impulsiveness. Let your creativity flow. Tonight: Buy a table fountain on the way home.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** You might be worried or
concerned about a private matter that you aren't dealing with.
Your actions and words might

reflect inner concerns more than
you realize. Use kid gloves with
anyone you meet today. Tonight:
Stay close to home.
BORN TODAY
39th U.S. President
Carter (1924)

Jimmy

Refrigerator
TRUCKLOAD SALE!

MURRAY
APPLIANCE
We Service Al! Branas

212 East Main St..753-1586

UGLY ROOF STAINS

AWAY®

Reflections on
Summer of '04

Roof-Brite®

by Barry Raidt

Since 1968
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
HHH Vagueness gets to you, as
you are bold and direct.
Unfortunately, not everyone
manifests those traits. In fact, a
friend could waffle to such an
extent that you toss your hands
in the air in frustration. Resist
expressing your feelings, and
help this person clarify his or her
words. Tonight: Organize your
CDs, music, etc.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** You are the cat's meow,
with the exception of perhaps
one person -- so you think.
Someone pivotal in your life
might be the victim of misinformation or be confused. Your
magic really does work on him or
her. Tonight: Strive for clarity at
work, at home and in communication in general.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20)
** You could be confused by
what you are hearing. Don't take
someone's comments personally; rather, understand that he or
she might be feeling bad about
him- or herself. Maintain a low
profile as you figure out what is
going on. Tonight: Do something
just for yourself.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** You might be wellrewarded by your efforts in a
meeting or with a group. A key
individual in your life might not
be reading information correctly.
Confirm facts and figures here.
Be indulgent of others' failures.
Tonight: Go shopping or join
friends to play a game.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***You might think you understand what is going on, but in
reality, you don't. The issue
might not be you, but the confusion that surrounds others. They
might be deceiving or confusing
themselves. You are reacting to
their persona. Tonight: Work late.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Your vision about what
might work certainly doesn't
coincide with that of associates.
You might need to find a mutually acceptable solution. Know that
you have the wherewithal to do
it. Find an expert. Stay intellectual; refuse to become emotional.
Tonight: Split work ASAP.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** You're not being honest
with yourself about a key relationship. You would prefer to
delude yourself and stay in your
fantasies. Ultimately, this could
cause you more of a problem.
Listen to a financial adviser. Be
practical. Tonight: Be a duo.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Others run with the ball.
Meanwhile, you might be thinking of something other than the
matter at hand. Realize that it
would be better if you were present in the moment. Get with the
program, at least at work?
Tonight: Christen the weekend
with friends.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
***** You have a sixth sense

ASK ABOUT LIFETIME WARRANTY

EMRERNIPW•••ww

270-748-5449
1-888-272-7003

See Web Site for Discounts
WWW ARBROOF COM

"Stinging '74e,51ose 7,1 Ookt Poor
WESTERN KENTUCKY LOCATION
•Professional Installation
•100% Satisfaction Guarantee
*All Major Brands of Ceramic. Carpet,
Vinyl. Hardwood. Laminate and
Commercial Flooring

.Free in-Home Estimates
•Financing Available
•Window Blinds

CALL CONNIE PACE FOR YOUR FREE IN HOME ESTIMATE!
Office (866) 936-6600 • Cell. (270) 293-8086
www.shopathomecarpets.com

Accepting New Patients
Ear, Nose & Throat
Phillip Klapper, M.D.
— Hearing Aids —
— No Referrals Required —

Cali for Appointment(270) 759-4811
— Suite 304E — Murray, KY 42071 ,

(
lb

GAS
TRIMMER
FS45

$1

2995

Throttling up to plane. dropping into
a trough of the rough water caused
by the north wind with an occasional spray over the starboard side. I
roar into the Big Sandy with mates
aboard the Eagle II. All smiles and
racing forward. I again reflect on
how great life is and the past days
at Dockside.
How I've been blessed with the likes
of Dawn Hasz and her husband,
Robert. from down river north, on
Ledbetter Creek. Dawn's impeccable guidance and savvy have
helped Dockside evolve into THE
festive place ... floating on the water
... frequented by the highest-Class
pirates around.
Last Saturday and Sunday. NIGHTFISH with Barnacle Bill and Angela
rocked and rolled us through both
days. There was dancing, and the
lake cuisine was an delicious as
always. The cool mornings and
warm days were typical fall weather
These weekend days, waning as
they are, with earlier sunsets are
beautiful.
Join us again this Saturday and
Sunday. Saturday we'll have fun,
food, beverages and everything
from Jimmy Buffet through Delbert
McClinton and Van Morrison.
NIGHTFISH with Barnacle Bill on
sax and Angela on keyboard will be
on deck Sunday. As always. there
NO COVER CHARGE. we just like
your company!
Still aboard the Eagle II coming
back to port in the protected. calm
waters of Eagle Creek, I can still
hear the laughter and see the
smiles of the summer of '04.

GAS
BLOWER
Bc;cc
$ 1 5995

I love you all

..11110.1111.

See ya dockside!

Eagle Nest
CHAIN SAW
017
$
169
el"! "'"'"

MURRAY HOME 6 AUTO
Chestnut St.• Murray, KY • 753-2571
Hrs: Mon.-Fri. 7:30 o.m.-5:00 p.m. • Sat. 7:30 a.m.-1:00 p.m.

Marina and
Dockside
Restaurant & Bar
Directions from NIurrai: lake
121 S.. turn right onto
Hay.79 11.ake Hs.t. turn left at
KirIA Trading PIA!. go 1/2 mile.

Phone: 731-642-6192
w.ragleitestmarina.clom

571Ht. SUBSCRIBE

sity Sept. 28. MHS Band Field
Commanders are Jana Jones and
Pat Haggett.
Births reported include a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Steve
Grogan, Sept. 11; a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Ed Carroll, Sept. 16;
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. David
Falwell, Sept. 17; a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Galloway, Sept. 19; a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Darrell Remole, Sept.
20.
Cindy Compton and Danny
Cossey were married in an
August ceremony at Kirksey
Baptist Church.
40 years ago
Marine Pfc. Larry V. Jones,
son of Mr. and Mrs. L.V. Jones,
Rt. 5, Murray, is serving with
the Marine Land Team (BLT)
in the Mediterranean Sea area.
While there he spent five days
in Paris, France, and three days
in a fishing trip in the French
Alps.
Recent births reported at
Murray Hospital include a girl
to. Mr. and Mrs. Orval Evans,
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. John
Stout, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Will Ed Travis and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Phillips.
50 years ago
George Hart, president of
Bank of Murray and mayor of
Murray since 1935, was hailed
by Ralph Cox, managing editor of Mid-Continent Bank, as
"Distinguished
Kentucky's
Farm Banker" at a meeting of
the Murray Rotary Club at the
Murray Woman's Club House.
Mrs. Virgil Gibbs presented a lesson on "Clothing Guideposts" at a meeting of the
Penny Homemakers Club held
at the home of Mrs. Everett
Norsworthy.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Coyle
were married 50 years Sept.
22.

ContractBridge
South dealer.
Fast-West vulnerable.
NORTH
•AJ 87
•8 7
•7 5
*Q 10 9 8 6
EAST
WEST
•
*•9 4
IIPAQ 103
•K 6 5 4 2
* Q 10 8 6 4 3 2
•K 9
•K7
*1 5 4 2
SOUTH
•K Q 10 6 5 3 2
•J 9
*A
•A 3
The bidding:
East
North
West
South
3•
2•
Pass
I•
4•
king of diamonds.
Opening lead
Of all the so-called fancy plays in
bridge, the most common is the endplay. It is not an exaggeration to say
that the opportunity for some kind of
endplay arises as often as once in
every four deals.
Some endplays require a certain
amount of advance planning and
possibly some complex preparatory
work. Others come all tied up in a
silk ribbon bearing the notice "Hi.
I'm an endplay." and are relatively
easy to execute. Today's deal, from a
2004 New England regional tournament, is one of the latter.
North-South arrived at four
spades as shown, and West led the
king of diamonds. South. an experienced player, immediately recog-

ru7ed that an endplay was just about
his only legitimate chance.
With two hearts and a diamond
certain to be lost. South's only hope
was to avoid a club loser. But if he
played the clubs himself, he would
almost surely lose a trick. His only
chance, therefore, was to force the
oppdnents to lead clubs for him or
yield a ruff-and-discard.
The solution could not have come
more ready-made. South won the
first diamond, played two rounds of
trumps, then exited with a diamond
and sat back to await developments.
East won the jack of diamonds
with the queen and played the ace
and another heart. West took South's
jack with the king and was a dead
duck. If he played a third heart,
declarer would ruff in dummy and
discard a club from his hand. In the
hope that East had the ace of clubs,
or that South would misguess the
club position, West returned a club.
This was the ending South had
envisioned from the start. He had
expected that the defender with the
king of clubs would arrange not to be
on lead after the second heart was
taken. He also thought that East, for
his vulnerable overcall, was more
likely to have the club king.
For these reasons, when West
returned the club at trick seven,
South played the ten from dummy,
and that was that. Of course, if East
had held the K-.1 of clubs, this line of
play would have failed, but in that
case the contract could not have been
Made no matter what South did.

- Treatment of
hyperthyroidism

Man becoming a woman
seeks way to tell family

LooldegBack
10 years ago
Published is a picture of
Jim Taylor being presented the
1994 Lion of the Year Award
by David Hill, president of the
Murray Lions Club.
Dr. Bob Lewis, Edna Cunningham, Eva Mohler and
Rowena Emerson are new officers of the Murray Civitan Club.
Births reported include a
boy to Deane and Rhonda Frederick, Sept. 16; a girl to Jay
and Tammy Thompson, Sept.
21; a girl to Julia and Tim
Henson and a girl to Cynthia
and Alfred Alford, Sept. 23; a
girl to Crystal and Paul Winchester, a boy to Shirley and
Thomas Henderson and a boy
to Carla and Timothy Cooksey, Sept. 24.
20 years ago
Greer Houston was crowned
as 1984 football homecoming
queen at Murray High School.
Attendants were Diana Ridley
and Kim Greene. MHS Tigers
won 28-9 over Ballard Memorial in the homecoming football game at Holland Stadium.
Births reported include a
boy to Karon and Jimmy Johnson, a girl to Donna and Rory
Johnson, a girl to Roberta and
Warren Franton and a girl to
Rebecca and David Beard, Sept.
20; a girl to Lisa and Gordon
West, a boy to Tina and Anthony Enoch, a girl to Sadie and
Kenneth Humphreys, a girl to
Sherry and Parvin Hill and a
boy to Beverly and Everett Hart,
Sept. 21.
30 years ago
Murray High School Marching Band was one of five high
school marching bands judged
superior and awarded trophies
during the annual Murray
Regional Marching Band Festival at Murray State Univer-
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DEAR ABBY: I have a
medical condition known as
gender identity disorder -- more
commonly
called transsexualism. I
have prayed
every night
ever since I
was a young
that
boy
God would
turn me into
Dear Abby ainggirl. Durmy
and
teens
By Abigail
into adultVan Buren
hood,
learned to live with the constant pain of pretending to be
a man when, really, all I wanted was to live my life as a
woman. However, earlier this
year I began the gradual process
to transition from male to
female.
After years of therapy for
depression, ingesting dozens of
different medications for a variety of misdiagnosed ailments,
hospitalization for post-traumatic stress disorder, and daily
thoughts of suicide, I made
the decision to reveal my lifelong secret to my siblings.
It is now time to tell my
adult children and parents that
I intend to live the rest of my
life as a woman. How to tell
them, and what to tell them,
is causing me great distress.
Any advice you can offer would
be appreciated. -- "LILY" IN
THE VALLEY
DEAR "LILY": Tell them

Todaylnilistory
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, Sept.
30, the 274th day of 2004.
There are 92 days left in the
year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Sept. 30, 1938, British,
French, German and Italian
leaders decided to appease
Adolf Hitler by allowing Nazi
annexation of Czechoslovakia's
Sudetenland.
On this date:
In 1777, the Congress of
the United States — forced to
flee in the face of advancing
moved to
British forces
York, Penn.
In 1791. Mozart's opera
"The Magic Flute" premiered
in Vienna, Austria.
In 1846, dentist William
Morton used ether as an anesthetic for the first time on a
patient in his Boston office.
In 1927, Babe Ruth hit his
60th homer of the season to
break his own major-league
record.
In 1946, an international military tribunal in Nuremberg.
Germany, found 22 top Nazi
leaders guilty of war crimes.
In 1949, the Berlin Airlift
came to an end.
In 1954, the first atomicpowered vessel, the submarine
"Nautilus," was commissioned
by the Navy.

exactly what you have told
me. Explain that this is not a
whim, but the actualization of
something you have felt since
you were a child. Tell them
that making this choice has been
so difficult that it has cost you
years of depression, ineffective medications, hospitalization
and repeated thoughts of suicide.
Your parents and children are
bound to be shocked, so be
prepared for it. Answer their
questions and concerns honestly. An excellent way to deal
with this would be to have
the discussion in the presence
of your psychotherapist.
It would also be a good
idea to have on hand some
literature on the subject of transsexualism. One book that's recommended by the International Foundation for Gender Education (IFGE) is "True Selves"
by Mildred L. Brown and Chloe
Ann Rounsley. It can be ordered
from the IFGE by calling (781)
899-2212. Or, visit the Web
site at ifge.org. P-FLAG has
a support group for parents of
transgendered people, aptly
called "TransParents." The Web
is
address for P-FLAG
www.pflag.org.

DEAR DR. GOTT: Please
discuss treatment for the overactive thyroid gland and
Graves' disease. Can the TapaI've
zole
been placed
on be taken
indefiniteWhat
ly?
the
are
long-term
effects of
the radioactive capsule
to
taken
Dr.Gott
regulate the
thyroid?
By
Dr. Peter Gott Can it cause
cancer?
DEAR READER: Graves'
disease is hyperthyroidism with
prominent eyes. It causes
weight loss, tremor, nervousness, intolerance to heat and
other symptoms. The disease
is diagnosed by blood tests
and treated in one of three ways.
DRUGS: Tapazole is a prescription medicine that makes
the thyroid gland produce less
hormone. The drug is usually
taken for several weeks (until
blood tests show that the thyroid has returned to normal)
and then discontinued. If the
Graves'disease recurs, the med000
ication is given again. TapaDEAR ABBY: Veterans and zole can, in rare instances, affect
their families might be inter- the white corpuscle count, so
ested to know about a new
you must immediately contact
Web site: www.govbenefits.gov. your physician if you have a
Its government-sponsored, and sore throat or other infection.
organizes 500 federal and state
RADIOACTIVE IODINE:
benefit programs, targeting citWhen given in an oral dose,
izens into one single site. Vet- this isotope is carried to the
erans can log on, answer a thyroid gland, where the radifew anonymous questions and ation destroys part of the gland.
find out which benefits they The trick is to judge how much
may be eligible to receive. It's to give: enough to control the
also a helpful site for case work- hyperthyroidism, not too much
ers, relatives or caregivers.
to overshoot and cause an
I answered the questions for under-active gland. This treatmy grandfather, a World War ment is permanent. It does not
II veteran from 1941-'45, and cause cancer.
discovered 21 benefit programs
SURGERY: Surgeons can
for which he might be eligi- remove part of a hyper-funcble. -- KEITH NELSON, tioning thyroid gland, thereby
WASHINGTON, D.C.
controlling the over-activity.
DEAR KEITH: Bless you
Obviously, this is permanent.
for sharing this information
Your doctor can help you
with my readers.
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Crosswords
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decide which treatment would
be best for you. For instance,
since you've already started
Tapazole, you might as well
stick with it and skip the other
two methods.
On the other hand, if you're
over 50 and don't want to risk
surgery, radioactive therapy
would save you from having
to take months of pills. Again,
your therapy can be tailored
to meet your needs.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I have
a problem falling asleep at
night. My doctor gave me
Ambien, but it hurts my head
and causes a ringing in my
ears.
DEAR READER: These
would be unusual symptoms
from using Ambien, which is
generally a safe sleeping pill.;
To treat your insomnia, your
family physician should first
identify the cause. Are you
worried, in pain, under stress?
Do you drink too much alcohol or consume caffeine-containing beverages in the
evening? Has this been a lifelong pattern? Do you become
"wired" at night by watching
television? Is your bedroom
quiet, comfortable and dark?
These and other questions need
to be answered.
Perhaps you could fall asleep
by modifying your personal
habits, by drinking a glass of
warm milk at bedtime or by
using over-the-counter sleep
aids such as Sominex. Your doctor can advise you.
In any case, gradually discontinue the Ambien, under
his supervision, because the
medicine seems to be making
matters worse.
To give you related information, I am sending you a
copy of my Health Report
"Sleep/Wake Disorders." Other
readers who would like a copy
should send a long, selfaddressed, stamped envelope
and $2 to Newsletter, P.O. Box
167, Wickliffe, OH 44092. Be
sure to mention the title.
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51 Travel choice
53 Gourmet
delicacy
55 Spool
58 Flowering
shrub
61 Before,
to Byron
62 Promontory
64 Leah's son
65 Go-ahead
66 Engrave
with aced
67 Computer key
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Laker N team claims Slamfest
r.

The Calloway County Junior-varsity team
PRINCETON, Ky. — The Calloway County teamwork and determination.
junior-varsity volleyball team brought back the
"Each of the girls gave 100% and refused to
championship from the Caldwell County
walk
off that gym without a first-place trophy,"
Slamfest by defeating Fort Campbell in a sudGreene added.
den death playoff 17-15.
Alley Hendon, Abby Kelly and Megan
Head coach Susan Greene and junior varsity
coach Ashley Beyl collaborated to say that the Newberry were each named to the all-tournasquad's success was gained through incredible ment team.

▪ Savino
From Page 16
Savino, 33, has steadily
climbed the coaching ladder.
"Two things made me want
to come here," Savino said.
"Mick Cronin and a winning
program. The Racers are always
the top team in the OVC, and I
want to be with a winner.
"I also want to work with a
winning coach, and there is no
young coach out there with
more going for him than Mick."
Cronin, who enters his sec-

ond season with Murray State,
said he is excited to have Savino
join the Racers.
"Darren is a driven young
man, and this job demands that,"
Cronin said."He is going to help
our players develop individually, and he's going to help us
recruit the northeastern part of
the country. I'm excited about
having him on our staff."
Recruiting is the lifeblood of
any program. Savino looks for-

ward to promoting the Racers
program.
"Of course, we've got to be
selective and smart in our
recruiting, but I do have a group
of good contacts in the
Northeast, and that will help
us," Savino said.
Savino is also looking forward to working with one of the
best recruiters in the country in
Mick Cronin.
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From Page 16
State — the Gamecocks' lone loss in their inaugu- OVC with key road games still remaining at
ral OVC season — as the turning point for both Eastern Illinois, Eastern Kentucky and Tennessee
State.
Mullins and his entire squad.
After Saturday, Jacksonville has two remaining
"Maurice's and our team's development started
after we lost to Murray last year. I think we were home games — against Tennessee State on Oct. 16
able to develop some leadership amongst our- and in-state rival Samford on Nov. 6. The rest of
selves," he noted. "I don't think our players were the Gamecocks' slate includes trips to Tennesseebetter than Murray's and I certainly don't think we Martin (Oct. 9), Tennessee Tech (Oct. 23), Eastern
out-coached anybody. Our team just had a certain Illinois (Nov. 13) and Southeast Missouri State
(Nov. 20).
chemistry last year."
While a full slate of OVC games will still
The rugged OVC schedule for both clubs will
remain, the outcome of Saturday's matchup likely allow for one loss, but probably not two.
between the two league title contenders could go a JSU went 7-1 last fall to capture its first league
long way in determiniag_whetkm_or_wit JS,) wW championship, winning Me
op the last weekclaim its second consecutive crown or whether the end of the season at SEM.
"I think the percentages say that the team who
Racers can earn their second championship in
will win the league will win it with one loss," said
three years.
The Gamecocks have already cleared one Crowe. "I don't think if you lose one game you're
major hurdle with their win over the Colonels in going to be out of it, but I do think Eastern
Richmond. Another big step could come with a Kentucky was in a situation where they could have
run the table if they had beaten us. ... The league
victory over MSU.
Even with a win on Saturday, the Racers will winner is going to be the team that gets the
have to navigate a tougher course through the momentum during the season."

•Picks

Astros
lower the
broom
HOUSTON (AP) — The
Houston Astros can put themselves in the playoffs. They no
longer need help from anyone
else.
Roger Clemens, Jeff Kent
and the Astros took over the NL
wild-card lead Wednesday
night, beating the St. Louis
Cardinals 6-4 for their clubrecord 15th straight home victory.
Houston moved a half-game
ahead of the slumping Chicago
Cubs, who lost to Cincinnati,
and the San Francisco Giants,
who fell in San Diego.
"We've certainly made it
interesting for everybody,"
Clemens said. "We'll take where
we are right now and hope it's
enough to get us in the
offs."
Jeff Bagwell drove in two
runs for the Astros and Kent hit
his 300th career homer. Clemens
was denied his 19th win — and
almost certainly a chance at his
seventh 20-win season — when
he left with the score tied at 4
after the sixth. It was his worst
outing in three weeks.
But Bagwell had a run-scoring single in the seventh and
Lance Berkman followed with
an RBI double to help the Astros
eclipse their best home winning
streak set in 1980 at the
Astrodome.
"It's an electric atmosphere
here right now," closer Brad
Lidge said."The fans are as loud
as I've ever heard them."
Chad Qualls (4-0) pitched a
scoreless seventh for the win,
Dan Miceli struck out the side in
the eighth and Lidge got three
outs for his 27th save in 31
chances.
The Rocket got off to a
strong start, retiring the first 10
batters before So Taguchi singled in the fourth.
Roger Cedeno followed with
a double to the scoreboard in
deep left, driving in Taguchi.
Cedeno went to third on the
throw and scored on Jose
Vizcaino's throwing error to
give St. Louis a 2-1 lead.

From Page 16

*
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Murray State at
Jacksonville State
The Racers got a much-needed win against Tennessee Tech
last week at Stewart Stadium.
The end result proved costly for
Murray State, though, as Mr.

Do-Everything Nick Turner
bruised his ribs and tailback
Chad Cook came up lame, as
well. The silver lining: Both are
expected to play this weekend.
But don't look for the 22ndranked Gamecocks to have any
pity on MSU and Joe Pannunzio
Gamecocks.
Kentucky vs. Ohio
UK has two things going for
it this weekend as well: 1)
Homecoming, and 2) the throwback jersey. This is one guy
who's hoping the SEC cellardwelling Wildcats can dispo'se
of Ohio and have a happy
Homecoming ... Wildcats.
LoulsvMe vs. East Carolina
The Cardinals winning ways
keep on keeping on after they
demolished a North Carolina

H•rx&be

Haverstock
Insurance Agency
Van HaverstOck

team that beat Georgia Tech by
three touchdowns two weeks
ago. UofL shows no signs of letting up, but might not finish as
convincing as it looks ahead to a
televised showdown with Miami
... Cardinals.
Tennessee vs. Auburn
I'm still steaming from that
change-in-my-pocket-going-jingle-jingle referee who threw a
flag against a Florida defender a
couple of weeks ago that ultimately set up the Volunteers for
a last-second field goal. Kudos
to Phillip Fulmer. however, for
keeping that guy on the payroll
at UT. Here's my bold predication that lightning won't strike
twice and the War Eagle will
soar high in Knoxville. ...
Tigers.

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St. • Murray, KY • 753-3415

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL SCOREBOARD
National League Standings
All Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pct GB
Atlanta
94 65.591
—
Philadelphia
83 75525101/2
Florida
82 76 51911 1/2
New York
70 89 440
24
Montreal
65 94 409
29
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
x-St Louis
103 55 652
—
Houston
89 70 56014 1/2
Chicago
88 70.557
15
Cincinnati
74 84.468
29
Pittsburgh
70 88.443
33
Milwaukee
65 92 41437 1/2
West Division
W
L Pct GB
Los Angeles
91 67.576
—
San Francisco
88 70.557
3
San Diego
86 72.544
5
Colorado
68 90 430
23
Arizona
49 110 30842 1/2

American League Standings
All Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pct GB
x-New York
99 59 627
—
x-Boston
4
95 63.601
Baltimore
76 81.48422 1.'2
Tampa Bay
67 89.429
31
Toronto
65 92.41433 1 2
C•ntral Division
W
L Pct GB
y-Minnesota
90 68 570
—
Chicago
80 78.506
10
Cleveland
79 804971t 1/2
Detroit
70 87 44619 1/2
Kansas City
57 101 361
33
West Division
W
LPct GB
Anaheim
90 68.570
Oakland
89 69.563
1
Texas
86 72.544
4
Seattle
62 96.392
28
x-clinched playoff spot
y-clinched division

x-clinched division
Wednesday's Games
Atlanta 6, N.Y. Mets 3
Cincinnati 4, Chicago Cubs 3. 12
innings
Philadelphia 8, Pittsburgh 4, 1st game
Philadelphia 8. Pittsburgh 3. 2nd game
Milwaukee 4, Arizona I
Floncla 9, Montreal 1
Houston 6 St Louis 4
San Diego 4, San Francisco 3, 10
innings
Colorado 4, Los Angeles 1

Wednesday's Games
Chicago White Sox 11. Detroit 2
Baltimore 7, Toronto 6. 1st game
Baltimore 4, Toronto 0, 2nd game
N Y Yankees 5. Minnesota 3. 1st game
N Y Yankees 5. Minnesota 4. 2nd
game
Tampa Bay 9, Boston 4
Anaheim 8, Texas 7, 11 innings
Cleveland 5. Kansas City 2
Seattle 4. Oakland 2

Expos send fans out
with fond farewell
WASHINGTON (AP) — The celebration can't last long in the
nation's capital. The real work is just beginning now that the
Montreal Expos are on the way.
The city government must race against time to approve funding
for a new stadium. RFK Stadium must be renovated in time for
opening day in April. A team nickname needs to be chosen.
Major League Baseball has some unfinished business, too. The
other team owners must approve the move when they meet in
November. A buyer has to be found for the relocated team. A deal
must be completed that appeases Baltimore Orioles owner Peter
Angelos.
"We finally have taken the first step." commissioner Bud Selig
said Wednesday, shortly after announcing the Expos' move to
Washington."And I want to say, obviously, there's a lot of work to
be done."
For a day, at least, there was unbridled jubilation among officials
who had worked diligently to end the city's 33-year drought of
major league baseball. Mayor Anthony Williams drew cheers as he
donned a Washington Senators cap at a news conference at the City
Museum.

celebrating its 8th year and says "thank you!"
We invite you to share a new dining experience!
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Jain us every 'Thursday nicit. fan 6 p.m. - 8 p.m.

Serving a sample size portion
with endless servings of: • Fried Catfish • BBQ Chicken
• Chicken Tenders • BBQ Ribs • Grilled Sirloin
• Grilled Chicken • Marinated Sirloin • Liver & Onion
All brought to your table! Served with an endless
supply of soup, ranch house sides & bread.
• okra • corn • white beans • new potatoes
• green beans • house salad

Homecoming
Golf Tournament

All you care to eat $1099
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Serving a sample of Seafood,
Friday, Oct, 8, 2004
i
Steak, Chicken & Pork:
• Fried Catfish • BBQ Chicken • Grilled Fish
Miller Golf Course
• BBQ Ribs • Grilled Shrimp • Grilled Chicken
• Marinated Sirloin • Texas Style Prime Rib
• Hushpuppies • Crab Cakes •
c 4-member scramble, $70 per person
•
Served with soup, salad bar, new potatoes, okra, and rolls.
All you care to eat $12"
includes green and cart fees, lunch & i •
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of Cadiz should help the
Wildcats improve to 5-1 ...
Wildcats.
Hopkinsvilie at Union Co.
Can anyone stop the phenomena known as Hopkinsville?
Chances are it won't be Union
County. The Braves looked salty
against Calloway a week ago.
but the Tigers have two things
going for them: 1)The top ranking in the Associated Press Class
3A poll, and 2) Curtis Pulley. All
they really need is Pulley ...

Sponsored By:

270-436-5566 or 731-232-6006.
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Located at TN,10 State Line. From Park I anding 5 Miles on
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SPORTS
RACERS AT GAMECOCKS

Racers ready to rumble with Jacksonville State

AP Photo

Tiger Woods will go for his
third straight American
Championship
Express
this weekend in Ireland.
But the second ranked
golfer in the world injured
his back last week when he
feel asleep awkwardly in
his privte plane.

Woods goes
for third
straight title
THOMASTOWN,Ireland —
Tiger Woods realizes the only
way he can reclaim the No. I
ranking from Vijay Singh is to
win golf tournaments. First off,
however, he has to play.
Woods injured his back last
week when he fell asleep awkwardly in his private plane while
returning home from New York,
and said he was not entirely certain he would be able to chase a
third consecutive title when the
American
Express
Championship gets under way
'Thursday at Mount Juliet.
If the tournament put out an
injury report. he would be listed
as probable.
"If I'm able to go, I'll go,"
Woods said. "If I can't, then I
won't. I've never been one to
pull out of tournaments and quit
just because I'm physically sore.
But if I can't actually swing a
golf club, then it's pretty tough
to play."
It would be brutal on the
World Golf Championship,
which has a history of
American-based players skipping out when the tournaments
go overseas.
This time, some of the reasons are valid.
Fresh off his eighth victory of
the season, Singh withdrew to
stay with his family at his beachfront home in Ponte Vedra
Beach, Fla., that was damaged
by Hurricane Jeanne. Masters
champion Phil Mickelson withdrew for personal reasons.

By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
Saturday's key Ohio Valley
Conference matchup between
Murray State and Jacksonville
State may very well come down
to which team has more success
running the football.
The 2 p.m. contest at Paul
Snow Memorial Stadium in
Jacksonville, Ala., will pit the
top two rushing teams in the
league. The defending OVC
champion Gamecocks (3-0, 1-0
OVC) lead the conference with
an average of 260.7 yards per
game on the ground to the
Racers' 228.0.
JSU senior Oscar Bonds, second in the OVC in individual
rushing at an average of 119.7

yards per game, will be the featured back on display in this
matchup. The 6-foot, 187-pound
senior leads the conference in
scoring at 14.0 points per game.
However, it's the Murray trio
of
Nick
Turner, Ron
Lane
and
Chad Cook
has
that
opened the
eyes
of
Gamecocks'
head coach
Jack Crowe.
"(Murray
Bonds
State) has an
outstanding
running game," said Crowe.
"The way they use those tail-

backs, I don't remember seeing not return after gaining 42 yards also been efficient through the
air. He recorded his second
anybody go three-deep like that on five carries.
and still have the productivity
Cook also suffered a first- straight 100-yard passing perthat they have."
half injury and sat out for the formance last week in a key 30Turner, Lane and Cook have remainder of the game. Both 23 victory on the road at preseabeen as advertised for the 2-2 backs, however, are expected to son OVC favorite Eastern
Kentucky, throwing a 3-yard
Racers, who snapped a two- play this weekend.
game losing streak last Saturday
Lane currently ranks third to scoring strike to Jarvis Houston
with a 34-15 pounding of old Bonds and league leader Charles with just 31 seconds left to help
rival Tennessee Tech in their Anthony of Tennessee State lift the Gamecocks to the win.
-Maurice has really become a
OVC opener at Roy Stewart (172.2 ypg.) among OVC rushStadium.
ing leaders at 103.0 ypg. Turner take-charge kind of player for
us, and that's what everybody
In that contest, Lane, a 5- is eighth at 72.0.
foot-10, 180-pound junior,
However, the X-factor in this who played us last year kept
knifed through the Golden contest may be JSU quarterback saying," Crowe explained. He's
Eagles' defense for 162 of Maurice Mullins. The athletic 6- not going to lead the league in
MSU's 233 yards rushing. foot, 198-pound junior is fifth in anything, but he's a differenceTurner appeared to also be on the OVC in total offense at maker."
Crowe points to last season's
his way to a 100-yard outing, 176.7 ypg.
but left the game late in the first
Known primarily for his 23-17 overtime loss to Murray
quarter with bruised ribs and did scrambling ability, Mullins has
•See MURRAY Page 15

Savino hired
as Racer
basketball
assistant

Cardinals'defense among nation's best
Louisville's unit is
ranked
third in the nation in
scoring defuses

LOUISVILLE,
Ky. (AP)
—
Louisville's defense starts every practice
from the sideline.
At the sound of a whistle, the unit races
onto the field, forms a huddle and shouts
"Red Swarm!" before the players fan out
to their positions.
A play is run and if first-year defensive
coordinator Mike Cassity doesn't like
what he sees, he orders punishing sprints
or up-down exercises before his players
restart the drill.
During one August practice, Cassity
estimated the Cardinals ran about a halfmile worth of 100-yard dashes.
"They got the message pretty quickly,"
said Casspy, a journeyman defensive
coach at. his 12th college stop.
So far, his methods are working well in
Louisville.
The No. 22 Cardinals (3-0, 1-0
Conference USA) have shut out two of
their first three opponents and rank third in
the nation in scoring defense (seven points
per game) heading into Saturday's game
against East Carolina (0-3, 0-1).
Louisville coach Bobby Petrino is
pleasantly surprised, considering the
Cardinals gave up an average of 40 points
and 416 yards in the last five games in
2003.
"I probably didn't think they would
play this well when we started," Petrino
said.
Petrino and middle linebacker Robert
McCune, the team's leading tackler, said
experience is a major factor in the
improvement. Seven starters returned from
last year's squad and six are now seniors.
"It's slowed down a lot for a lot of guys
on defense," McCune said. "Guys are
comfortable playing the game out there."
Petrino also traces the turnaround to a
phone call with Cassity shortly after the
Cardinals' 49-28 loss to Miami, Ohio, in
the GMAC Bowl. The two knew each

Special to the Ledger
Murray State men's basketball head coach Mick Cronin
has announced the hiring of
Darren Savino as an assistant
coach with the Racer program.
Savino comes to Murray
State from Quinnipiac, where he
served the
last two seasons as an
assistant
coach
in
charge
of
recruiting,
scouting and
strength and
conditioning.
Savino
Before
that, Savino served three years
at New Mexico, where he
worked with recruiting, scouting
and individual instruction,
assisted with strength and conditioning and as the academic liaison. He was also the camp director and supervisor of the Sixth
Man Club at UNM.
Prior to that, Savino worked
at Fast Carolina, where he was
in charge of scouting, recruiting
and individual instruction,
assisting with the strength and
conditioning program and serving as the academic liaison. He
served a similar role for two
years at St. John's and for one
season at Seton Hall.
Savino is a 1994 graduate
from Jersey City State College.
where he earned a bachelor's
degree in business administration with a specialization in
sports management.

AP Photo

Louisville defender Bobby Leffew (48) leads a Cardinal defense that is
ranked third in the nation in scoring defense. This week, UofL will host
East Carolina,
other through Louisville assistants Mike
-It was a group that lacked confidence,"
Summers and Greg Nord, who fish with Cassity said. "There was a lot of attention
Cassity in western Kentucky every July.
given to how poorly they had played last
When they spoke, Cassity had just been year."
fired after three seasons as the defensive
He stressed the positives as he went to
coordinator at Illinois. That didn't faze work.
Petrino.
"When we saw one good play. we'd
"In the middle of the conversation, I show it to them over and over and say,
was thinking, 'How do we get this guy 'Here it is. This is what we're looking
here to help us out?" Petrino said.
for,— he said. "And then that became two
Louisville defensive coordinator Mike plays and then four plays. And then it just
Gillhamer was eventually hired by the started to roll."
Carolina Panthers, opening the position for
Cassity and Petrino agreed the unit had
Cassity.
to revisit the fundamentals of tackling and
By the time spring practices began, pursuing ball carriers.
Cassity realized his task was more psychoSenior safety J.T. Haskins said Cassity
logical than physical.
excels at one-on-one instruction.

•See SAVINO Page 15

Bye week offers up little rest and relaxation
Forgive me for a minute while I stretch out my prognosticators here at the paper. I doubt I will be
arms, crack my knuckles and get that crick out of alone in that pick again this week. The Bombers
my neck.
have been decimated to graduation and a lack of
OK. Much better.
numbers on their roster, and Fulton City's speed
I had to loosen up because finally yours truly was the determine factor against the Grayhounds.
has been granted with what's consider an off-week That factor should pay off Friday night ...
here in Murray.
Bombers.
Both local schools are in their bye-weeks, and
Paducah Tilghman at Madisonville
that means a little rest and relaxation for me.
In prep action, this should be one of the better
But there is no rest of the weary as I find myself games of the week, especially with Region 1,
battling our majestic manag- Class 3A bragging rights on the line. The Maroons
ing editor, Eric Walker, for the are a one-better 5-1 than Tilghman's 4-1, but the
top spot.
Tornado's early-season schedule should pay off to
One would only assume give them a hard-fought win on the road ...
that if I compliment him Tornado.
enough, he might find pity on
Marshall Co. vs. Barren Co.
me and give me an opportuniWhen these two 4A schools collide, there won't
ty to claim that elusive top be much on the line. Marshall's promising season
spot.
seemed to go down the drain when they lost junior
I've been on my best quarterback Daniel Ard for the season with a brobehavior here at the good ol' ken hand. The Marshals lost that game and the folPigskins &
Ledger & Times. But,for some lowing week's game to Calloway. But Barren
Peachbaskets reason, the head honcho has County (2-3) hasn't had lady luck on their side this
turned into Mr. Miyagi and season either. I'll take Marshall at home ...
By Michael
claims that prisoners deserve Marshals_
Dann
no mercy.
Fulton County at Mayfield
Sports
So, just call me Dann-iel
The Pilots are down, and probably, for all
Writer
Son because I plan on drop- intents and purposes, out. The Cardinals will win
kicking the competition. And, easily and head into next week with a bye. That
trust me, there won't be any waxin' on and waxin' sets up their upcoming date with Murray that
off.
should be a doozy at War Memorial Stadium ...
For many weeks now. I went against the Cardinals.
proverbial grain to try and gain the edge. But all to
Heath at Trigg Co.
no avail. So, maybe with a little luck and some
Another good game on the docket as both the
manipulation (I would never change one of Eric's Piles and Wildcats do battle on the gridiron.
picks in the paper just to claim the upper-hand, Both squads are a respectable 4-1 heading into
would I?). [can overtake the king's throne. All in Friday night. The Wildcats are 3-1 at home this
all, Eric maintains to be my hero. Wink!
season, with the lone loss coming to the hands of
Ballard Illomarbl at Fulton City
Fort Campbell. Being under the Friday night lights
Last week, the Bulldogs took a bite out of
Reidland, giving me the win against the other I See PICKS Page 15

This Week's Picks

ott Nanney

0

Michael Dann

Eric Walker

Fulton City

Fulton City

Fulton City

Fulton City

Tilghman

Tilghman

Madisonville

Madisonville

Barren Co.

Barren Co.

Barren Co.

Marshall Co.

Mayfield

Mayfield

Mayfield

Mayfield

Trigg Co.

Trigg Co.

Trigg Co.

Trigg Co.

Hopkinsville

Hopkinsville

Hopkinsville

Hopkinsville

Jax. State

fax. State

Jax. State

Murray State

Kentucky

Kentucky

Kentucky

Kentucky

Louisville

Louisville

Louisville

Louisville

Tennessee

Auburn

Tennessee

Auburn

Last Week
6-4
Overall
38-12

Last Week
8-2
Overall
43-7

Last Week
8-2
Overall
44-6

Last Week
7-3
Overall
40-10

